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SCHEDULES OF ENQUIRY
In 6th MI Census, three types of schedules are prescribed, viz. - (i) Village schedule,
(ii) Ground Water scheme Schedule, and (iii) Surface Water Scheme Schedule. In addition to
these, in the Census of Water bodies, two types of schedules are prescribed (i) Urban Schedule
(ii) one schedule for collection of data for each water body in the village and urban areas.
As the name suggests, the village schedule contains items for collection of information
about total agricultural area, irrigated area and the number of Minor Irrigation schemes, water
bodies in the village as a whole and shall be filled up by the village Patwari/ officer possessing
the village revenue records.
i.

The Ground Water scheme schedules will contain items for collection of detailed data
related to specific ground water schemes viz. dug well, shallow tube well, medium tube
well and deep tube well. One such schedule will be filled for each such scheme existing
in the village for irrigation purpose. Schedules are to be filled up for Schemes
commissioned during or before 2017-2018 only. However, the Schemes which are
Permanently not in use for irrigation purpose in 2013-14 or before, will be out of
coverage of this Census.

ii.

The Surface Water Scheme schedules will contain items for collection of detailed data
related to specific surface water scheme, i.e. Surface flow or surface lift irrigation
scheme. One such schedule will be filled for each such scheme existing in the village
for irrigation purpose. Schedules are to be filled up for Schemes commissioned during
or before 2017-2018 only. However, the Schemes which are Permanently not in use for
irrigation purpose in 2013-14 or before, will be out of coverage of this Census.

iii.

The urban schedule contains identification particulars of the Urban area, date of
enumeration, total number of wards in the town and the ward wise and type wise number
of water body schedules filled by the enumerator.
The Water body schedules will contain items for collection of detailed data related to
type of water body, uses, cost, ownership, repair, photograph, latitude and longitude of
water body, storage capacity etc.

iv.

v.

The Census data will be collected through canvassing enumeration schedules for each
revenue village and all minor irrigation schemes. Schedules are to be filled up for
Schemes commissioned during or before 2017-2018 only. However, the Schemes which
are Permanently not in use for irrigation purpose in 2013-14 or before, will be out of
coverage of this Census. In case of institution owned Minor Irrigation works water
bodies, it will be necessary to verify the information from available records also.
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CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS
Culturable Command Area (CCA):\
The area which can be irrigated from a scheme and is fit for cultivation.
Cultivable area
It consists of net area sown, current fallow, fallow lands, other than current fallow,
culturable waste and land under miscellaneous tree crops.
Gross Irrigated Area:
The area irrigated under various crops during a year, counting the area irrigated under
more than one crop during the same year as many times as the number of crops grown and
irrigated.
Net Irrigated area
Net irrigated area is the area cultivated and irrigated at least once in the reference year
in any one season or for any one crop.
Irrigation Potential Created (IPC):
The total gross area proposed to be irrigated under different crops during a year by a
scheme. The area proposed to be irrigated under more than one crop during the same year is
counted as many times as the number of crops grown and irrigated. If original Irrigation
Potential of the scheme is not known then the maximum area irrigated during the past five year
or so may be taken as the IPC.
Irrigation Potential Utilised (IPU):
The gross area actually irrigated during reference year out of the gross proposed area
to be irrigated by the scheme during the year.
Minor Irrigation (M.I.) Scheme
A scheme having CCA up to 2,000 hectares individually is classified as minor irrigation
scheme. It will also include the schemes meant only for recharge of ground water.
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Medium Irrigation Scheme
A scheme having CCA more than 2,000 hectares and up to 10,000 hectares individually
is a medium irrigation scheme.
Major Irrigation Scheme
A scheme having CCA more than 10,000 hectares is major irrigation scheme.
Sprinkler Irrigation System:
Sprinkler Irrigation is a method of applying irrigation water which is similar to rainfall.
Water is distributed through a system of pipes usually by pumping. It is then sprayed into the
air of entire soil surface through spray heads so that it breaks up into small water drops which
fall to the ground.
Drip irrigation system
Drip irrigation system delivers water to the crop using a network of mainlines, submains
and lateral lines with emission points spaced along their lengths. Each dripper/emitter, orifice
supplies a measured, precisely controlled uniform application of water, nutrients, and other
required growth substances directly into the root zone of the plant.
Non- Submersible or Centrifugal Pump:
The most common type of pump. Typically the pump is "close-coupled" to an electric
motor, that is, the pump is mounted right on the end of
the motor's drive shaft and the pump case is bolted
straight into the motor so that it looks like a single unit.
The water typically enters the pump through a "suction
inlet" centered on one side of the pump, and exits at the
top. Almost all portable pumps are end-suction
centrifugals. If the pump isn't one of the next two types,
then chances are it is an end-suction centrifugal. This type
of pump needs to be installed on a pad above the high
water level if pumping from a lake or river.
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Submersible Pump
Submersible pumps are installed completely underwater, including the motor. The pump
consists of an electric motor and pump combined in a single unit. Typically the pump will be
shaped like a long cylinder so that it can fit down inside of a well casing. Although most
submersibles are designed to be installed in a well, many can also be laid on their side on the
bottom of a lake or stream. Another common installation method for lakes and rivers is to
mount the submersible pump underwater to the side of a pier pile (post). Submersibles don't
need to be primed since they are already under water. They also tend
to be more efficient because they only push the water, they don't
need to suck water into them. Most submersible pumps must be
installed in a special sleeve if they are not installed in a well, and
sometimes they need a sleeve even when installed in a well. The
sleeve forces water coming into the pump to flow over the surface
of the pump motor to keep the motor cool. Without the sleeve the
pump will burn up. Because the power cord runs down to the pump
through the water it is very important that it be protected from
accidental damage.
Turbines and Jet Pumps
A turbine pump is basically a centrifugal pump mounted underwater
and attached by a shaft to a motor mounted above the water. The
shaft usually extends down the center of a large pipe. The water is
pumped up this pipe and exits directly under the motor. Turbine
pumps are very efficient and are used primarily for larger pump
applications. They are typically the type of pumps used on
municipal water system wells. When you see a huge motor mounted
on its end over a well that is most likely a turbine pump. One uses
turbine pumps for large parks and golf courses where we are
pumping from lakes. The turbine pump is mounted in a large
concrete vault with a pipe connecting it to the lake. The water flows
by gravity into the vault where it enters the pump. The pump motors
are suspended over the vault on a frame. A jet pump is similar to a
turbine pump but it works by redirecting water back down to the
intake to help lift the water.
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GROUND WATER SCHEMES
A.

Dug-well: It covers ordinary open wells of varying dimension dug or sunk from the
ground surface into water bearing stratum to extract water for irrigation purposes. These
are broadly dug-cum-bore wells now-a-days or masonry wells/ kutcha wells water from
which are lifted with the help of animals/ human. Most of such schemes are of private
nature belonging to individual cultivator. The parameter of the well ranges between 2
to 6 meters and the depth between 8 and 15 meters. CCA of a well operated with the
help of human/ animals generally varies from 1 to 2 hectares and in case of Dug-cumBore Well it may be as in case of a Tube Well of similar capacity and depth of bore.

B.

Shallow tube-well: It consists of a bore hole built into ground with the purpose of
tapping ground water from porous zones. In sedimentary formations depth of a shallow
tube well does not exceed 35 meters. These tube wells are either cavity tube-wells or
strainer tube-wells. These are usually drilled by percussion method using hand boring
sets and sometimes percussion rigs. Success and popularity of the scheme depends on
how cheap they are. A coir structure formed by binding coir strings over an iron frame
is being used as strainer. In shallow water table areas, bamboo frames are also used.
Sometimes steel pipe casing are replaced by pipes constructed by rapping bituminised
gunny bags over the bamboo frame. These are called bore wells, in which bore-hole is
stable without a lining in the bottom portion and a tube is inserted only in the upper
zone. The shallow tube wells are generally operated for 6 to 8 hours during irrigation
season and give yield of 100-200 cubic meters per day, which is roughly 2 times that of
a dug well. Their CCA may go up to 10 hectares.

C.

Medium Tube Well It consists of a bore hole built into ground with the purpose of
tapping ground water from porous zones. In sedimentary formations depth of a medium
tube well will be in the range of 35-70 meters. The medium tube wells are generally
operated for 8-10 hours during irrigation season and give yield of 200-300 cubic meters
per day, which is roughly 3 times that of a dug well. Their CCA may go from 10-15
hectares.

D.

Deep tube wells: It usually extends to the depth of 70 meter and more and is designed
to give a discharge of 100 to 200 cubic meters per hour. The deep tube wells are drilled
by rotary percussion or rotary cum percussion rigs. These tube wells operate round the
clock during the irrigation season, depending upon the availability of power. Their
annual output is roughly 15 times that of an average shallow tube well and are usually
constructed as public scheme which are owned and operated by government
departments or corporations. Their CCA may go up to 50 hectares.
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SURFACE WATER SCHEMES
E.

Surface flow irrigation scheme:
These schemes use rainwater for irrigation purposes either by storing it or by diverting

it from a stream, nalah or river. Sometimes, permanent diversions are constructed for utilising
the flowing water of a stream or river. Temporary diversions are also constructed in many areas
which are usually washed away during the rainy season. The small storage tanks are called ponds
or bundhis which are mostly community owned. The command areas of such schemes are 20
hectares or less. The large storage tanks whose command varies from 20 to 2000 hectares are
generally constructed by government departments or local bodies. These are the biggest items
of surface minor irrigation works.
(i)

Storage schemes(Tanks and other storages)
Storage schemes include tanks and reservoirs which impound water of streams and

rivers for irrigation purposes. After wells, tanks occupy a very important place under the minor
irrigation programme. They provide nearly two-third of the total irrigation from minor sources
in the states of Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala, Maharashtra, Orissa and Tamilnadu. Tracts
with undulating topography and rocky sub-strata are eminently suitable for tank irrigation.
Besides, there exists scope for further construction of tanks in many areas. A large number of
existing tanks in southern States have gone into disuse due to long neglect of repairs. Renovation
of these tanks so as to restore the lost irrigation potential is being accorded priority under the
minor irrigation programme.
The essential features of these schemes are
a.

A bund or a dam which is generally of earth, but is also sometimes partly or fully
masonry,

b.

Anicut and feeder channels to divert water from adjoining catchments,

c.

A waste weir to dispose of surplus flood water,

d.

Sluice or sluices to let out water for irrigation, and

e.

Conveyance and distribution system.
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The size of the storage is determined by the run-off expected on the basis of dependable
monsoon rainfall in the catchment and by the fact whether the rainfall and cropping pattern
would permit more than one filling of the tank.
(ii)

Diversion schemes
These schemes aim at providing gravity flow irrigation by mere diversion of stream

water supply without creating any storage. As compared to storage schemes they are economical
but their feasibility is dependent on the presence of flow in the stream at the time of actual
irrigation requirements. Essentially such schemes consist of
a.

An obstruction (weir) or bund constructed across the stream for raising and diverting
water; the weir being called anicut in the South, bandhara in Maharashtra and Gujarat,
and Bandh in the Assam region, and

b.

An artificial channel, known as kul in the hilly areas, pyne in Chhota Nagpur and Bihar
and dong in the Assam region.
In case of small schemes which have prominent scope in the hilly tracts and foot hill

plains, the water is usually diverted by constructing temporary bunds across the streams, made
up of earth, stones or even bamboos. The discharge handled being of small order, the bund on
the head of the channel is not provided with any gated structure for controlling and regulating
the flow. Construction of work, is, therefore, simple and cheap and can be handled to a large
extent by the people themselves. However, these constructions being temporary, require
frequent renovation. The bunds are liable to be washed away by every major flood. The
channels also get silted up and scoured frequently. It is essential that whenever such schemes
aim at diverting higher discharges, say more than 5 to 10 cusecs, or tackle streams having high
intensity of flood discharge, proper regulation structures equipped with suitable types of gates
are provided. Weir has to be provided with scouring sluices in order to regulate the flow of silt
in the off-taking channels. The construction of masonry weir is comparatively simpler and
cheaper where rocky foundation is available beneath the streambed. The design of the weir on
permeable and erodible foundation is more complicated and requires specialised engineering
knowledge.
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The irrigation capacity of the diversion schemes is dependent on the actual flow
in the stream at the time the irrigation is required. The cold weather and the hot weather flow,
therefore, need to be ascertained carefully before deciding the feasibility and economics of
these schemes. This is particularly important in the case of non-snow fed flashy streams that
spurt to lift suddenly in the rainy season after which the discharge in them dwindles down to
appreciable quantity. Some diversion schemes are also constructed as kharif or monsoon
channels supplying water only during the monsoon season. Such schemes are useful for
providing supplemental irrigation for paddy and preliminary watering for sowing of rabi.
In most of the hilly tracts, small irrigation channels called ‘kuls’ are the only means
of irrigation. These channels carry water diverted from streams by constructing temporary or
pucca bunds across the streams. These channels are often constructed in hazardous hilly
terrain under very difficult conditions. To avoid seepage of water and for the sake of stability,
these channels are lined in most of the reaches.

(iii) Water conservation-cum-ground-water recharging Schemes:
Under this head are included schemes which serve primarily one or more of the
following purposes:
a.

Submerging agricultural land during monsoon for sowing post-monsoon crops,

b.

Improving moisture regime of the adjoining fields downstream for raising of
post-monsoon crops without irrigation and replenishing the ground water.

An additional advantage of these schemes is that they help to conserve the soil. When
constructed in the head water region serving catchment area of tanks down below, they serve
the important purpose of retarding the silting rate of these tanks.
The system of water conservation through field embankments is peculiar to central
Indian tracts and is commonly in vogue in the northern Madhya Pradesh, Bundhelkhand
region of Uttar Pradesh and eastern Rajasthan. In the Bundhelkhand region, these works are
popularly known as ‘bundhies’, which consist of earthen embankments thrown across gently
sloping ground.

During the rainy season, water is stored upstream and the land gets

submerged. If the land slope is gradual, often large areas get submerged even by low
embankments. Ordinarily, no direct irrigation is carried out and benefit is mostly due to
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submergence. In nearly all these areas, the soil is generally black which is retentive of
moisture. After remaining submerged under water during the rainy season, the soil retains
sufficient moisture to grow good rabi crops. The remaining water is let out and the submerged
land released for cultivation. The other advantage of submerging land in this manner is that
the first flood brings a lot of silt which acts as rich manure. By preventing free flow of water
across steep gradient, the soil of the land is also conserved.
Ahars in Bihar, which store water for irrigation of paddy fields, also function
somewhat in a similar manner. Water is let out in October for irrigating the rice fields and
the drained out fields in the bed of the ahars are cultivated with rabi crops. The head water
tanks popularly in vogue in Orissa have a similar role to perform. These consist of bunds put
up across slope at the head of gullies with the objective of impounding and diverting the
cumulative run-off into the wider valley area downstream of the bunds by percolation,
seepage and surface flow. Surface channels are provided in the flanks to carry floodwater
received in excess of the storage capacity of the bunds during the monsoon season.
Percolation tanks primarily constructed for the purpose of recharging ground water
are in vogue in Maharashtra, Tamilnadu, Kerala and Rajasthan. Check-dams or rapats are in
vogue in Rajasthan. They consist of bunds constructed across the streams for the purpose of
retarding the surface flow and also the sub-surface flow to some extent by making the bed slope
of the stream flattened. This results in increased percolation of water in the sub-soil with
consequent increase of the ground water supply.
B. Surface Lift Irrigation Scheme:
In regions where the topography does not permit direct flow irrigation from rivers and
streams, water has to be lifted into the irrigation channels. These works are similar to
diversion schemes, but in addition pumps are installed and pump houses constructed. These
schemes, being costly in operation, are feasible only in areas where

a.

gravity flow irrigation is not possible

b.

there is keen demand for irrigation and cultivators are enthusiastic,

c.

water is available in the streams for at least about 200 days in a year, and

d.

cheap electric power is available.
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Installation of diesel operated pump sets for lifting water makes the operation and
maintenance cost of these schemes exorbitantly high. However, for lifting small order of
discharge by individual cultivators, portable diesel engine pump sets are feasible as they
provide greater flexibility and mobility for installation at different points of the water source
or sources. In some areas Solar Pumps are also used for lifting water. The CCA of such
schemes may go up to 20 hectares.
*****
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING SCHEDULES
VILLAGE SCHEDULE
This is to be filled up for each village in the district. Some general information about
the village is to be written. The items are self explanatory.
IDENTIFICATION PARTICULARS
The name of

the State/ District/ Block (Tehsil)/ Village will be recorded with

respective codes as updated by States/ UTs and sent to NIC. The name and codes given
in updated directory for the State/UT has to be used.
Date of enumeration: Date of enumeration has to be recorded in the format dd/mm/yy
SPECIFIC INFORMATION:
Item no. 1: If the village is classified as tribal village depending upon the proportion of tribal
population living in the village, as per definition in the state, it will be treated as tribal and code
1 will be given, otherwise code 2 will be given.
Item no. 2:

(a) If the village is covered by any major or medium irrigation scheme, code 1

will be entered otherwise code 2 will be given.
b) If answer is yes in item 2 (a), the name(s) of the major or medium schemes providing
irrigation in the village area will be noted.
Item no. 3: Geographical area: Total Geographical area of the village including populated,
agricultural and non-agricultural area will be noted as per village records in Ha in whole
number.
Item no. 4: Cultivable Area: Total area of the village which is fit for cultivation in any season
will be included in cultivable area in Ha in whole number. It should be less than or at most
equal to the geographical area of the village as recorded in item no-3. In case, there is significant
decrease in cultivable area, reasons may be given in remarks.
Item no. 5: Net Sown Area: Total area in the village which has been cultivated and any crop
is sown in any one season of the year will be taken as net sown area in Ha in full number and
11

the same area will not be counted again if it is sown for more than one crop in different seasons.
Any area will be counted only once. Net sown area should be less than cultivable area.
Item no. 6: Gross area irrigated (By all sources): Gross area irrigated will be noted seasonwise for different crop seasons. It will be noted in Ha. Any area which is sown and irrigated
with a crop in a particular season will be counted for that season and similar procedure will be
followed for all crops and all seasons counting the area irrigated under more than one crop
during the same year as many times as the number of crops grown and irrigated. Gross area
irrigated in any season should not be more than net area sown.
Item no. 7: Net Irrigated Area: Net Irrigated Area will be noted as area cultivated and
irrigated at least once in the reference year in any one season or for any one crop. It will be
noted in Ha. Any area cultivated and irrigated for more than one crop will be recorded only
once.
Item no. 8: Average Ground water level (In Meters): Ground water level in the village for
Pre Monsoon and Post Monsoon will separately be recorded in meters for the reference year
2017-18. Average ground water level in the village should be taken as observed prior to on-set
of monsoon before the agricultural year 2017-18 and after the monsoon.
Item no. 9: Whether Water Users association (WUA) exists in the village: If there is any
association of cultivators for taking decisions on matters related to utilization of water either
for major/ medium irrigation projects or for public sector minor irrigation scheme(s) in the
village, it will be considered in this item and answer will be given as code 1 if yes, and code 2
if no. Efforts should be made to get the information. However, if the information is not available
despite best efforts, then code 3 i.e. not known may be recorded.
Item no. 10: Summary of Number of water bodies as per all water body schedules filled
in the village: This should be recorded after filling up detailed schedule of water bodies for
entire village. The number of water bodies should be separately reported by type. The total in
col. 7 of item 10 i.e. total number of water bodies should tally with the number of water body
schedules filled for ensuring completeness at the data processing stage.
Item no. 11: Summary of M.I. Schemes in the village: This should be recorded after filling
up detailed schedules of each Minor Irrigation Scheme in the village. The total number of
schemes enumerated separately for ground water and surface water and their total will be
12

recorded in the space provided in the schedule for ensuring completeness at the data
processing stage.
Name of Enumerator, designation, mobile number and remarks (if any) should be written in
CAPITAL letters clearly and signature should be with date.
Name of Supervisor, designation, mobile number and remarks (if any) should be written in
CAPITAL letters clearly and signature should be with date.
*****
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING
GROUND WATER SCHEDULES
All ground water schemes viz., Dug wells, Shallow Tube Wells, Medium Tube Wells
and Deep Tube Wells in the village which are mainly for irrigation purpose and are complete,
will be listed and enumerated. Ground water schemes which are used for irrigation purpose or
are meant only for recharge of ground water will be included for filling ground water scheme
schedule. In such schemes which are `permanently not in use’ for irrigation purposes in 201314
or before will not be covered in this Census. It may be ensured that no eligible scheme is missed.
It may be noted that if the command area of a scheme spreads in more than one village, in that
case also it will be treated as one scheme only in the village where it is located. Separate
schedule will be filled for each ground water scheme.
Schedules are to be filled up for schemes commissioned during or before 2017-18 only.
IDENTIFICATION PARTICULARS
The name of the State/ District/ Block (Tehsil)/ Village will be recorded with
respective codes as updated by States/ UTs and sent to NIC. The name and codes given in
updated directory for the State has to be used.
Date of enumeration: Date of enumeration has to be recorded in the format dd/mm/yy
SPECIFIC INFORMATION
Item no. 1: Serial No. of the Scheme
The ground water schemes in a village should be given running serial numbers. This
will serve as an identification no. of that particular ground water scheme in that village. While
giving serial no. of the scheme, it is to be noted that data collection work has to be started from
North-west corner of the concerned village and moving in serpentine way, serial numbers are
to be given starting from 0001 separately for ground water and surface water schemes in each
village.
Item No. 2: Type of Scheme
Type of the scheme, whether it is Dug well or Tube well, is to be recorded in this item.
If it is Dug well code 1 to be given and code 2 will be reported for Tube well. If in one dug well
more than one bore wells are installed and the irrigated area from different borings is common,
14

it will be treated as one scheme. However, if the irrigated area is different for different borings
in a dug well, each boring will be treated as a separate scheme and separate schedules will be
filled for each scheme.
Item 3.1: If code 1 in item 2, type of Dug well:
In case there is a dug well in which bore well has been installed, it should be classified
as dug-cum-bore well and code 1 to be given in item 3.1. If a well is not dug-cum-bore well
then only it should be classified either as Pucca or Kutcha well depending on its walls being
masonry or of Kutcha material. No dug-cum-bore well should be classified as Pucca or Kutcha
well. The code for Dug well Pucca is 2 and Dug well Kutcha is 3. Any other type of dug well
can be classified as code 9.
Item 3.2: If code 2 in item 2, type of Tube well:
The codes are 1 for Shallow Tube well, 2 for Medium Tube well and 3 for Deep Tube
well. In case of Tube wells, those having depth of bore up to 35 meter will be classified as
shallow tube wells, while those tube wells having depth of bore in the range 35-70 meters will
be classified as medium tube wells. Tube wells having depth of bore more than 70 meters will
be included in deep tube wells.
Item No. 4: Owner of the Scheme:
Name of the owner should be recorded in case of individual farmer being owner of the
scheme and appropriate code should be given.
Govt. Owned

1

Cooperative owned

2

Panchayat Owned :

3

Owned by Group of Farmers

4

Others

9

Owned by individual farmer 5

The owner of the scheme may be farmer /cooperative society/government department
/ organization / group of farmers. The type of ownership is to be indicated in this item with
code. In case of absentee, it may be enquired from the neighbor or from the person who is in
possession of the scheme.
Item No.5 (a): Khasra No./ Plot No./ Survey no. in which the scheme is located
Khasra no./ Plot no./ Survey no./ in which the scheme is installed shall be noted against
this item for physical verification etc. which may be needed at a later date.
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Item No.5 (b) Location particulars:
Location particulars of the schemes will be given based on permanent land marks, so
that it can be uniquely identified. While each MI scheme will be given a number in the village,
it will be marked by paint on the body of the scheme which is easily visible. However, location
particulars with the help of permanent landmarks giving existence of some unique feature on
any side of the scheme, plot where it is located should be mentioned e.g. any tree by name,
building, temple, any small structure created or existence of any hill/drain/canal/road in any
direction of the scheme.
Item No. 6(a): Total Ownership holding of the Owner (0.000 Ha.)
This item should be filled up in case of individual owner only. Total area owned by
the owner in any part of the country is to be mentioned in hectares. The land owned by owner
of the scheme in his/ her name only will be mentioned in ha with 3 decimal points against this
item. At the time of filling of this schedule if the ownership holding is available in local units
it may be noted by pencil as such and later at the time of finalizing the schedule, local units
may be converted into ha with the help of calculator and then it should be filled.
Item No.6 (b): Social Status of owner (in case of individual owner only):
Appropriate code for social status, scheduled caste, scheduled tribe, OBC or others as
the case may be, will be given in case of individual owner only.
Schedule Caste
OBC

1
3

Schedule Tribe
Others

2
9.

The social status as per the central govt. notification may only be used. In some States,
some castes have been recognized as special backward classes only within the state for state
govt. jobs but not for central govt. purpose, such classifications should not be considered. If a
caste is included in SC/ST or OBC for All India selection then only it should be considered for
particular classification.
Item No.6 (c): Gender of Owner (in case of individual owner only):
The code for gender of owner i.e. male (code-1), female (code-2) and transgender
(Code- 3) is to be reported in this item.
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Item No.7: Year of Commissioning of the scheme
Appropriate code for the year of commissioning of the scheme should be mentioned.
The schemes which were installed during 2013-14 or before are to be indicated with code
number ‘1’.The codes are:
On or before 2013-14
During 2015-16
During 2017-18

1
3
5

During 2014-15
During 2016-17

2
4

The schemes to be covered in 6th MI census may be properly understood. In ground
water schemes, such dug wells commissioned during 2013-14 or before and are permanently
`not in use’ should not be included.
Item No. 8: Details of the Scheme
The depth of Dug well/tube-well/dug-cum-bore well, diameter, depth of bore (In case of
Dug-cum bore well), distance from any nearest well/ tube well will be noted in meters (except
for diameter of tube well which will be recorded in mm).
Item No 9(a): Cost of construction of Scheme (in Rs.):
The cost of construction (excluding the cost of machinery) of the scheme at the time of
its installation will be reported in this item. Cost of construction of the scheme should include
cost incurred in construction of well/ tube well including cost of drilling, cost of masonry work
for lining the channels or construction of water distribution joint, small hut or room covering
the well/ tube well including labour cost. In case of tube well, the cost incurred for installing
one or more poles for bringing electric cable up to the tube well site should also be included.
Item No 9(b): Cost of Machinery:
Any cost of machinery for motor/ pump/ water distribution devices like pipe, drip or
sprinkler, solar power panel should be included in cost of machinery in this item in Rs. It may
include cost incurred on purchasing such equipments over the years.
Item No 9(c): Annual cost of maintenance during the year 2017-18:
It may be noted in Rupees taking into account the repair and maintenance expenses
borne on the schemes during the reference year 2017-18. The nature of replacements and
additions to machinery may not be included here.
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Item No 10(a): Major Sources of finance (This item should be filled up in case of
individual owner only):
It is intended to find out two major sources of financing of the scheme which could be
through farmers’ own savings, bank loan or Government fund. Appropriate codes will be
recorded in this item. In case the scheme is financed by two or more sources, the source from
which larger amount has been taken is to be recorded in first place and the second important
source in the second space. The codes are:
Bank Loan
Own savings
Others

1
3
9

Government fund
Money lender

2
4

In this item, the source of money for constructing the scheme or purchasing machinery
may be considered. In case money is neither taken from government or from bank/ money
lenders then either it may be from own savings or from friends and relatives. In case there is
interest on loan from friends/relatives, it should be classified as from money lenders. Loan from
co-operative societies may be taken as govt. loan and from co-operative banks or Gramin banks/
land development banks, it should be included in bank loan.
Item No 10(b): If any subsidy/ assistance provided by Govt./ PSU:
In this item, amount of subsidy received for construction of the MI scheme or for
purchase of machinery for installation of scheme or for machinery including water distribution
system will be noted in Rupees separately (i) for cost of construction/drilling/digging (ii) for
cost of machinery/distribution device etc. If any subsidy or financial assistance is provided for
construction of well/ tube well or for machinery it may be noted in this item. In case
MGNREGA assistance is provided for construction of well/ tube well or for water channel or
under-ground installation of the same, it may be valued and included against this item for the
concerned part.
Item No. 11 (a): Current Status of the Scheme
The information whether the scheme is “in use” at present or “not in use” Temporarily
or Permanently will be recorded in codes.
In use
Temporarily “Not in use
Permanently “Not in use

1
2
3
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As mentioned earlier, the reference year for 6th MI Census is 2017-18.The wells
which are not ‘in use’ during last two years before the reference year i.e. 2015-16 and 201617 due to temporary reasons but has also not been abandoned for use are categorized as
‘temporarily not in use’. The remaining schemes i.e. the schemes excluding ‘in use’ and
‘temporary not in use’ may be classified as ‘permanently not in use’.
Item No. 11 (b): Number of years not in use:
The period in number of years since ‘not in use’ will be noted against this item. It will
be noted for both `temporarily not in use’ or `permanently not in use’. In case of schemes
permanently not in use, such schemes cannot be out of use from or before 2013-14, since those
schemes would be out of coverage of 6th MI census.
Item No. 12: Reason code for Temporarily “not in use” Scheme (code-2 in item 11 (a))
Reason should be given in code for the schemes which are temporarily “not in use”.
Codes are as under:
Non availability of adequate power/ fuel
Less discharge of water
Lack of maintenance

1
3
5

Mechanical breakdown
Non-availability of finance
Any other reason

2
4
9

Item No. 13: Reason code for permanently “not in use” Scheme (code-3 in item 11(a))
Reason should be given in code for the schemes which are permanently “not in use”.
Codes are given below:
Due to salinity

1

Dried up

2

Destroyed beyond repair
Due to industrial effluents

3
5

Due to sea water intrusion
4
Availability of Major/ Medium irrigation project

Due to other reasons

9

6

Item No 14: Method used for Water distribution:
Farmers are adopting different type of water distribution devices for irrigation.
Sprinkler and drip irrigation methods have gained popularity among the farmers besides
conventional methods of ground water channel. Appropriate code is to be indicated for the
water distribution devices being used by the farmers.
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Open Water Channel (lined/ pucca)

1

Open Water Channel (unlined/ Kutcha)

2

Under Ground pipe

3

Surface Pipe

4

Drip

5

Sprinkler

6

Others

9

Item No 15: Types of Lifting Device:
The type of devices used for lifting water from the source is to be indicated here by
appropriate code. The codes are: Submersible Pump - 1, Centrifugal Pump - 2, Turbine/ Jet
Pump– 3, Manual/ animal – 4, others – 9.
Item No 16: Source of Energy:
The source of energy used for operating lifting devices for lifting water from the source
is to be indicated by appropriate code:
Electric

1

Diesel

2

Wind Mill

3

Solar

4

Manual/ animal

5

Others

9

Item No 17: Horse Power of Lifting devices (ignore, if lifting device is manual/animal):
Horse Power of the lifting device used may be reported. In case of manual/ animal
driven, this item will be crossed (X).
Item No. 18. Number of days pump operated (ignore, if lifting device is manual/animal):
The information is to be given for each season separately as per actual number of days
of operation as informed by the farmer. In case of manual/ animal driven, this item will be
crossed (X).
Item No. 19. Average Hours of pumping per day:
These are to be given for each season separately as per actual average number of hours
operated as informed by the farmer. In case of manual/ animal driven, this item will be crossed
(X).
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Item No. 20(a): Whether the scheme is located in the command of Major/ Medium
Schemes like Canal etc:
Some of the minor irrigation schemes may be located in the command of major/
medium schemes for conjunctive use. Such schemes are also to be enumerated. The appropriate
code depending upon their use may be noted in this item as:
No - 1

Yes - 2

Item 20(b): If the scheme is in command area i.e. code 2 in item 20(a):
Normally, it is expected that there should be less number of MI scheme in the command
area of major/ medium schemes as the water may be available for irrigation from Medium or
Major Scheme. Despite that if any MI scheme exists in the command area, the reason for the
same may be reported. The codes are: Water not available up to field from major/ medium
scheme-1, Water available but not adequate for irrigation-2, Water available but not usable for
irrigation-3, other reasons-9. The name of command area may be reported in item 20b(i) and
the reason code for scheme in the command area may be reported in item 20(b)(ii).
Item 20(c): Whether the scheme is meant only for recharge of Ground water Yes-1, No-2:
There may be schemes which are not used for irrigation and merely for augmentation
i.e. the scheme is meant only for recharge of Ground water. The same may be ensured when
tube well or dug-well is constructed mainly to remove water only. In such cases, code 1 can be
given and item 21 to 31 should be left blank. This type of cases may be very few. Most of cases
would be scheme meant for irrigation i.e. having code 2 in item 20 (c).
Item No.21: Culturable Command Area (CCA) (in Ha.):
In this column, the area proposed to be irrigated by the scheme during reference period
should be indicated in hectare. It is generally the measurement of the field proposed to be
irrigated by the scheme at the time of installation. In case the scheme is very old and the old
Culturable command area is not feasible, due to change in land use etc., the current maximum
Culturable command area of the scheme will be noted. If the CCA is spread over to another
village also, the whole CCA for the scheme may be entered for the scheme in the village where
it is located.
Item No 22 to Item No 26: Season wise Irrigation Potential Created (IPC):
It is intended to find out the gross irrigation potential created from the scheme. It will
indicate the area under Kharif, Rabi, perennial crops and other season proposed to be irrigated.
The total of item 22 to 25 is to be noted in item 26. The figures under item 22, 23 & 25 should
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be season wise area proposed to be irrigated by the scheme. The figure under item 24 is for
perennial crops. If the scheme has been improved upon by major addition in machinery or
water distribution devices added, then revised potential is to be indicated. Item 26 will indicate
the gross irrigation potential created. Irrigation potential created will be recorded in Ha up to
two places of decimals.
Item No 27 to Item No 31: Season wise actual area irrigated during 2017-18 (IPU)
:
In these columns, the area actually irrigated under kharif, rabi, perennial crops and for
other season during the year 2017-18 shall be reported. Item 31 will indicate the gross irrigation
potential utilized. Figure in each item from 27 to 31 would normally be less than or equal to
the figure in item 22 to 26. Irrigation potential utilised will be recorded in Ha up to two places
of decimals.
There may be some minor irrigation schemes which are located in the command area of
major/ medium irrigation projects and serve the purpose of supplementary irrigation. For
example a Dug well/ Tube well in the command area of Major or Medium Scheme. It will be
decided on the basis of actual availability of water from the Major/ Medium Irrigation project
in to the fields under the coverage of the MI scheme concerned. In order to assess the extent of
such supplementary irrigation, data is to be recorded under item 27 to 31.
For recording the potential utilized through the scheme which are situated in command
area of Major/medium irrigation project, gross irrigated area will be divided in proportion to
number of times MI scheme is used to irrigate the field. For example, if the field is irrigated
two times by M.I. scheme and three times by major/ medium scheme, then irrigation potential
utilized by M.I. scheme will be 2/5 times of the field area.
Item No 32(i): Whether the scheme is underutilized. (Only for In-use Schemes):
For in-use schemes, it has to be ascertained whether it is under-utilised and if Yes, code
1 is to be given otherwise code 2 is to be given. Scheme shall be considered under-utilised.if
IPU is significantly less than IPC.
If a MI Scheme is in the Command Area of Major/ Medium Scheme and IPU of the
Scheme is less than IPC, even then it may not be underutilized as it is providing the necessary
supplementary irrigation. It is clarified that for the schemes outside the command area, schemes
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shall be considered underutilized if the IPU in item 31 is significantly less than IPC in item 26
and scheme situated outside command area i.e code 1 in item 20(a).For schemes within the
Command Area, ratio of IPU to IPC will not be the actual deciding factor for underutilization
of the scheme. Enumerator has to decide on the actual situation of the scheme in the field.
Similarly, for the schemes meant only for recharge of ground water, enumerator has to decide
whether scheme is underutilized or not on the basis of actual situation of the scheme in the
field, since, IPC and IPU are not relevant in these types of schemes.
Item 32(ii): If yes i.e., code 1 in item 32(i):
If the scheme is underutilized, reason for the under-utilisation of scheme is to be
recorded in terms of codes. The codes are:
Non availability of adequate power/ fuel
Mechanical break-down

1
2

Less discharge of water
Non availability of Finance

3
4

Lack of Maintenance
Any other reason

5
9

Name of Enumerator, designation, mobile number and remarks (if any) should be
written in CAPITAL letters clearly and signature should be with date.
Name of Supervisor, designation, mobile number and remarks (if any) should be written
in CAPITAL letters clearly and signature should be with date.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING
SURFACE WATER SCHEDULES

All surface water schemes, namely, surface flow and surface lift schemes in the village
which are mainly for irrigation purpose or are meant only for recharge of ground water will be
included for filling surface water scheme schedule. All schemes in the village are to be listed
and enumerated. It may be ensured that no scheme is left. It may be noted that if the command
area of a scheme spreads in more than one village, in that case also it will be treated as one
scheme only in the village where it is located. Schedules are to be filled up for schemes
commissioned during or before 2017-18 only. However, the schemes which are ` permanently
not in use’ for irrigation purposes in 2013-14 or before will not be included in the coverage of
this Census. Care may be taken not to miss any scheme. Separate schedule will be filled for
each surface water scheme.
DENTIFICATION PARTICULARS:
The name of the State/ District/ Block (Tehsil)/ Village will be recorded with
respective codes as updated by States/ UTs and sent to NIC. The name and codes given in
updated directory for the State has to be used.

Date of enumeration: Date of enumeration has to be recorded in the format dd/mm/yy
SPECIFIC INFORMATION:
Item No. 1:

Serial No. of the Scheme:

The surface water schemes in a village should be given running serial numbers. This
will serve as an identification no. of that particular surface water scheme in that village. While
giving serial no. of the scheme, it is to be noted that data collection work has to be started from
North-west corner of the concerned village and moving in serpentine way, serial numbers are
to be given starting from 0001 separately for ground water and surface water schemes in each
village.

Item No. 2:

Type of Scheme:

The type of the scheme is to be recorded in terms of code as below:
Surface Flow Scheme -1, Surface Lift Scheme - 2.
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Such schemes like ponds or tanks/ reservoirs with capacity of irrigation up to 2000 Ha
with water distribution by way of flow through channels up to the fields will be included in
surface flow scheme (code 1). Those schemes in which water is being lifted from drain/ rivers
or pond/ tanks with the help of pump sets by diesel/ electric power or by manual/ animal driven
method will be included in surface lift scheme. Any pond or tank which is not used for irrigation
purposes and it is only for fishing/ drinking, such water bodies will not be considered for filling
surface water scheme schedule. Such ponds/ tanks/ reservoirs may be within the residential area
of the village or near the fringes of the village and sometimes away from the village as well. As
such, due care may be taken with regard to such water bodies to know the use of such bodies
with the help of knowledgeable persons of the village.
Item 3.1:

If code 1 in item 2, nature of Surface Flow Scheme:

If the Scheme is Surface Flow, the nature of scheme code may be recorded. Definition
may be referred while recording nature of scheme which is given in Concept and Definition
part. The codes are:
Reservoirs - 1, Tanks/ ponds -2, Other Storages -3, Permanent diversion - 4, Temporary
diversion - 5, Water conservation-cum-ground water recharge schemes / percolation tanks/
check dams etc. – 6, Spring Channel - 7, Others – 9;
Code 1 will be given in case of reservoirs which are larger in size and specially
constructed for irrigation purposes. Code 2 may be given for ponds/ tanks. A tank is neither
very small and nor very large but it may require a ferry or boat to cross it while ponds are small
water bodies mostly kutcha in nature and do not require a ferry or boat for crossing from one
side to the other. Permanent diversions are those which are channels created to divert water
from some surface water bodies for permanently diverting water for irrigation purposes.
Temporary diversions are such diversions which are made for some time by kutcha construction
for diverting water from some surface water bodies for irrigation purposes for short duration.
Item 3.2:

If code 2 in item 2, Nature of Surface Lift Scheme:

If the Scheme is Surface Lift, any one code from the codes given may be recorded.
On River
On drain/ canal
Others

1
3
9

On Stream
2
On Tanks/ Ponds/ Reservoirs/ check dams - 4,
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Item No. 4:

Owner of the Scheme:

Name should be recorded in case of individual farmer being owner of the scheme and
appropriate code should be given. Codes are:
Govt. Owned:

1

Cooperative owned

Panchayat Owned
3
Owned by individual farmer - 5

2

Owned by Group of Farmers 4
Others
9

The owner of the scheme may be farmer /cooperative society/ government department
/ organization / group of farmers. The type of ownership is to be indicated in this item with
code. In case of absentee, it may be enquired from the neighbour or from the person who is in
possession of the scheme.
Item No.5: Khasra No./ Plot No./ Survey No. in which the scheme is located
Khasra no./ Plot no./ Survey no. in which the scheme is installed shall be noted against
this item for physical verification etc. which may be needed at a later date.
Item No. 6(a): Total holding of the Owner (in case of individual owner only):
This item should be filled up in case of individual owner only. The total area owned by
the owner in any part of the country is to be recorded in hectares. The land owned by owner of
the scheme in his/ her name will be mentioned in ha up to 3 decimal points against this item.
At the time of filling of this schedule, if the ownership holding is available in local units, it may
be noted by pencil as such and later at the time of finalizing the schedule, local units may be
converted into ha with the help of calculator and then it should be filled.
Item No.6 (b): Social Status of owner (in case of individual owner only):
Appropriate code for social status, scheduled caste, scheduled tribe, OBC or others as
the case may be, will be given in case of individual owner only.
Schedule Caste – 1, Schedule Tribe - 2, OBC - 3, Others – 9.
The social status as per the central govt. notification may only be used. In some states,
some castes have been recognized as special backward classes only within the state for state
govt. jobs but not for central govt. purpose. Such classifications should not be considered. If a
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caste is included in SC, ST or OBC for All India selection, then only it should be considered
for particular classification.
Item No.6 (c): Gender of Owner (in case of individual owner only):
The code for gender of owner i.e. male (code-1), female (code-2) and transgender
(Code- 3) is to be reported in this item.
Item No.7: Year of Commissioning of the scheme:
Appropriate code for the year of commissioning of the scheme should be mentioned.
The schemes which were installed during 2013-14 or before are to be indicated with code
number ‘1’.The codes are:
On or before 2013-14

1

During 2014-15

2

During 2015-16
During 2017-18

3
5

During 2016-17

4

Item No 8(a): Cost of construction of Scheme (in Rs.):
The cost of construction (excluding the cost of machinery) of the scheme at the time of
its installation will be reported in this item. Cost of the construction in case of surface water
schemes may include cost of labour for digging the pond/ tank/ other storage or diversion with
or without masonry work and it may include cost of land in case land is actually purchased by
the owner for constructing water body.
Item No 8(b): Cost of Machinery:
Any cost of machinery for motor/ pump/ water distribution devices like pipe, drip or
sprinkler, solar power panel should be included in the cost of machinery in this item in Rs. It
may include cost incurred on purchasing such equipments over the years.
Item No 8(c): Annual cost of maintenance during the year 2017-18:
It may be noted in Rupees taking into account the repair and maintenance expenses
borne on the scheme during the reference year 2017-18. The nature of replacements and
additions to machinery may not be included here but in the cost of machinery. Maintenance
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cost will include cost of de-silting of pond/ tank/reservoir and other storage, repair of the
boundaries/ channels or lifting device, pipes etc.
Item No 9(a): Major Sources of finance (up to 2) (This item should be filled up in case of
individual owner only):
It is intended to find out two major sources of financing of the scheme which could be
through farmers’ own savings, bank loan or Government fund. Appropriate codes will be
recorded in this item. In case the scheme is financed by two or more sources, the source from
which larger amount has been taken is to be recorded in first place and the second important
source in the second space. The codes are:
Bank Loan
Own savings
Others – 9

1
3

Government fund
Money lender

- 2,
– 4,

In this item, the source of money for constructing the scheme or purchasing machinery
may be considered. In case money is neither taken from government or from bank/ money
lenders then either it may be from own savings or from friends and relatives. In case there is
interest on loan from friends/ relatives, it should be classified as from money lenders. Loan
from co-operative societies may be taken as govt. loan and from co-operative banks or Gramin
banks/ land development banks; it should be included in bank loan.
Item No 9(b): If any subsidy/ assistance provided by Govt./ PSU:
In this item amount of subsidy received for construction of the MI scheme or for
purchase of machinery for installation of scheme or for machinery including water distribution
system will be noted in Rupees separately (i) for cost of construction/digging, (ii) for cost of
machinery/distribution device etc. If any subsidy or financial assistance is provided for
construction or for machinery it may be noted in this item. In case MGNREGA assistance is
provided for construction, the same may be valued and included against this item for the
concerned part.
Item No. 10 (a): Current Status of the Scheme: The information whether the scheme is “in
use” at present or “not in use” temporarily or permanently will be recorded in codes.
In use
Temporarily “Not in use”
Permanently “Not in use”

-1
-2
-3
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As mentioned earlier, the reference year for 6th MI Census is 2017-18. The scheme,
which is not ‘in use’ during last two years before the reference year i.e. 2015-16 and 2016-17
due to temporary reasons but has also not been abandoned for use, is categorized as
temporarily `not in use’. The remaining schemes i.e. the schemes excluding ‘in use’ and
‘temporary not in use’ may be classified as ‘permanently not in use’.
Item No. 10 (b): Number of years not in use:
The period in number of years since ‘not in use’ will be noted against this item. It will
be noted for both `temporarily not in use’ and `permanently not in use’. The schemes which are
out of use in 2013-14 or before would be out of coverage of 6th MI Census.
Item No.11: If code 2 in item 10(a), reason for “Temporary not in use” Scheme:
Reason should be given in code for the schemes which are temporarily “not in use”.
Codes are as under:
Non availability of adequate power/ fuel

1

Mechanical breakdown

2

Less discharge of water

3

Non availability of finance

4

Storage not filled up fully -

5

Siltation of Canal/ Storage

6

Breakdown of channels

7

Any other reason

9

Item No. 12: If code 3 in item 10(a), reason for “Permanently not in use” Scheme:
Reason should be given in code for the schemes which are permanently “not in use”.
Codes are:
Due to salinity

1

Dried up

2

Destroyed beyond repair

3

Due to sea water intrusion

4

Due to industrial effluents
Due to sinking

5
7

Availability of Major/Medium Irrigation Project 6
Due to other reason - 9
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Item No 13: Method used for Water distribution:
Farmers are adopting different type of water distribution devices for irrigation.
Sprinkler and drip irrigation methods have gained popularity among the farmers besides
conventional methods of ground water channel. Appropriate code is to be indicated for the
water distribution devices being used by the farmers.
Open Water Channel (lined/ pucca)

1 Open Water Channel (unlined/ kutcha)

2

Under Ground Pipe

3 Surface Pipe

4

Drip

5 Sprinkler

6

Others

9

Item No 14: Type of Lifting Device (Only for Surface lift scheme):
The type of device used for lifting water from the source is to be indicated here by
appropriate code. The codes are:
Submersible Pump

1

Centrifugal Pump

2

Turbine/Jet pump

3

Manual/animal

4

others

9

Item No 15: Source of Energy ( Only for surface lift scheme):
The source of energy used for operating lifting device for lifting water is to be indicated
by appropriate code. Codes are:
Electric

1

Diesel

2

Wind Mill

3

Solar

4

Manual/animal

5

Others

9

Item No 16: Horse Power of Lifting device (ignore, if lifting device is manual/animal)
Horse power of lifting device (only for surface lift scheme) is to be recorded. In case
of manual/animal driven, this item will be crossed (X).
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Item No. 17: Number of days pump operated (ignore, if lifting device is manual/animal):
These are to be given for each season separately as per actual number of days of
operation as informed by the farmer.
Item No. 18:

Average Hours of pumping per day: These are to be given for each season
separately as per actual average number of hours operated as informed by the
farmer.

Item No. 19(a):

Whether the scheme is located in the command of Major and Medium
Schemes like Canal etc.:

Some of the minor irrigation schemes may be located in the command of major/ medium
schemes for conjunctive use. Such schemes are also to be enumerated. The appropriate code
depending upon their use may be noted in this item as:
No - 1

Yes - 2

Item 19(b) If the scheme is in command area i.e. code 2 in item 19(a):
Normally, it is expected that there should be less number of MI scheme in the command
area of major/ medium schemes as the water may be available for irrigation from Medium or
Major Scheme. Despite that if any MI scheme exists in the command area, the reason for the
same may be reported. The codes are: Water not available up to field from major/medium
scheme-1, Water available but not adequate for irrigation-2, Water available but no useable for
irrigation-3, other reasons-9. The name of command area may be reported in item 19b(i) and
the reason code for scheme in the command area may be reported in item 19(b)(ii).
Item 19(c): Whether the scheme is meant only for recharge of Ground water:
Yes-1, No-2:
There may be schemes which are not used for irrigation and merely for augmentation
i.e. the scheme is meant only for recharge of Ground water. In such cases, code 1 can be given
and item 20 to 30 should be left blank. This type of cases may be very few. Most of cases would
be scheme meant for irrigation i.e. having code 2 in item 19 (c).
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Item No.20:

Culturable Command Area (CCA) (in Ha.):

In this column, the area proposed to be irrigated by the scheme during reference
period should be indicated in hectare. It is generally the measurement of the field proposed to
be irrigated by the scheme at the time of installation. In case the scheme is very old and the
old culturable command area is not feasible, due to change in land use etc., the current
maximum culturable command area of the scheme will be noted. If the CCA is spread over to
another village also, the whole CCA for the scheme may be entered in the village where it is
located.
Item No 21 to Item No 25: Season wise Irrigation Potential Created (IPC):
It is intended to find out the gross irrigation potential created from the scheme. It will
indicate the area under Kharif, Rabi, perennial crops and other seasonal crops proposed to be
irrigated. The total of item 21 to 24 is to be noted in item 25. The figures under item 21, 22 &
24 should be season wise area proposed to be irrigated by the scheme. The figure under item
23 is for perennial crops. If the scheme has been improved upon then revised potential is to be
indicated. Item 25 will indicate the gross irrigation potential created. Irrigation potential will be
recorded up to two places of decimals.
Item No 26 to Item No 30: Season wise actual area irrigated during 2017-18 (IPU)
In these columns, the area actually irrigated under kharif, rabi, perennial crops and other
seasonal crops during the year 2017-18 shall be reported. Item 30 will indicate the gross
irrigation potential utilised. Figure in item 30 would normally be less than or equal to the figure
in item 25.
There may be some minor irrigation schemes which are located in the command area of
major/ medium irrigation projects and serve the purpose of supplementary irrigation For
example, a lift scheme on Tank/ Pond/ Drain may be in the command area of Major or Medium
Scheme. In order to assess the extent of such supplementary irrigation, data is to be recorded in
item 26 to 30.
For recording the potential utilized through the scheme which are situated in command
area of Major/medium irrigation project in such cases, gross irrigated area will be divided in
proportion to number of times MI scheme is used to irrigate the field. For example, if the field
is irrigated two times by M.I. scheme and three times by major / medium scheme, then irrigation
potential utilized by M.I. scheme will be 2/5 times of the field area.
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Item No 31(i): Whether the scheme is underutilized (Only for In-use Schemes):
For in-use schemes, it has to be ascertained whether it is under-utilised and if Yes, code
1 is to be given otherwise code 2 is to be given. Scheme shall be considered under-utilised if
the IPU is significantly less than IPC.
If a MI Scheme is in the Command Area of Major/ Medium Scheme and IPU of the
Scheme is less than IPC, even then it may not be underutilized as it is providing the
necessary supplementary irrigation. It is clarified that for the schemes outside the command
area, schemes shall be considered underutilized if the IPU in item 30 is significantly less than
IPC in item 25 and scheme is out side the command area i.e code 1 in Item 19 (a). Further, for
schemes within the Command Area, ratio of IPU to IPC will not be the actual deciding factor
for underutilization of the scheme. Enumerator has to decide on the actual situation of the
scheme in the field. Similarly, for the schemes meant only for recharge of ground water,
enumerator has to decide whether scheme is underutilized or not on the basis of actual situation
of the scheme in the field, since, IPC and IPU are not relevant in these types of schemes.
Item 31(ii):

If yes, i.e. code 1 in item 31(i), reasons for under utilisation of scheme:

If Scheme is underutilized, reason for under-utilisation of the scheme is to be mentioned
in terms of codes. The codes are:
Non availability of adequate power
Less discharge of water

1
3

Mechanical break-down
Storage not fully filled up

2
4

Siltation of Canal/ Storage

5

Break down of Channels

6

Any other reason

9

Item No. 32 : Number of villages covered by the scheme:
The number of villages covered by the scheme will be noted against this item. Even if
a scheme is used for irrigation in more than one village, its particulars will be included in the
schedule under the village where scheme is located and its entire irrigation potential created or
irrigation potential used will be covered in one schedule in the village where that scheme is
located.
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Item No. 33: Specific Features of Reservoirs, Tanks etc.:
It is intended to collect some specific information regarding the surface water scheme
used for storing water. Information regarding storage in items 33(a) to 33(c) have to be filled
only if information in item 3.1 is either code 1,2, 3 or in Item 3.2, it is 4. It may be noted that
if there are more than one surface lift schemes in a Pond/ Tank /Reservoir/Other storage, then
item 33(a) to item 33(c) has to be recorded in the schedule of 1st surface lift scheme only on
that Pond/ Tank /Reservoir/Other storage. In other surface lift scheme schedules on same Pond/
Tank /Reservoir/other storage, items 33(a) to item 33(c) will be left blank to avoid duplication
of data.
(a)

Designed Storage (in cubic meters): Designed storage of the tank/ pond/ reservoir
under survey may be obtained with the help of surface area and the average depth
or from the records, if available. The designed capacity of the reservoir may be
available in records as these are generally owned by public sector, i.e. owned by
cooperatives/ govt. department and information may be taken from the records. In
case of ponds/ tanks owned by individual farmers, its approximate volume in terms
of cubic meters may be estimated after conversion from local units as obtained from
the owners.

(b)

Filled up Storage (during 2017-18): The information may be recorded in codes:
Full -1, up to 3/4 - 2, up to 1/2 -3, up to 1/4 - 4, Nil/ Negligible filled up – 5.
The Code will be entered depending upon the extent of filling up of storage during

reference period.
(c)

Status of filling up of storage: The appropriate code will be decided on the basis
of 50% filling up of storage in last 5 years. The codes are
Filled up every year
Rarely filled up

1
3

Usually filled up
Never filled up

2,
4

Item No. 34: Specific information relating to Water Body:
(a)

21 Digit water body serial number as per water body schedule: If the surface
water scheme, for which MI schedule is being filled up, is on a water body, then
21 digit water body code given in the water body schedule will be recorded in this
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item also i.e this item is to be copied from relevant water body schedule canvassed
separately in the Census of Water body.
(b)

Total number of schemes in the village in above water body: Total number of
schemes functioning from the water body (within village) has to be reported in
item 34(b).

(c)

Serial number of this scheme within the village in the water body: This is
serial number of the scheme on the water body with Unique ID reported in item
34(a). Last serial number reported in col. 34 (c) will be equal to total number of
schemes reported in the item 34(b).

Name of Enumerator, designation, mobile number and remarks (if any) should be
written in CAPITAL letters clearly and signature should be with date.
Name of Supervisor, designation, mobile number and remarks (if any) should be written
in CAPITAL letters clearly and signature should be with date.
*****
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Flow Chart for deciding the status of use of Minor Irrigation Scheme
in 6th Minor Irrigation Census

Whether the M.I. Scheme is in use
during the reference period 2017-18

Yes

Classify the scheme as
“ in use” Scheme

NO

Whether the M.I. Scheme was
classified as “Permanently not in
use” in 5th M.I. Census

Yes

It is not to be covered
in 6th M.I. Census

Yes

Classify the scheme as
“Temporarily not in
use” Scheme

NO

Whether the M.I. Scheme is not in
use from 2015-16 but has chance of
revival

NO

Classify it as “Permanently not in use”
scheme. In both cases viz.
(i)

M.I. Scheme which is not in use from
2015-16 and has no chance of revival

(ii) M.I. Scheme which has gone out of use
before 2015-16 and is not in use since
than
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Table of Scrutiny for Village Schedule
Item no.

Description of Validation Check

Remarks

Codes are 1 or 2

If it is code 1, ensure that the
village is tribal village.

2. (a) Is the Village covered by Codes are 1 or 2
Major/ Medium scheme

If the code is 1, ensure that village
is covered by Major/Medium
Scheme.

1. Is Village Tribal/Non-Tribal

2[b) If yes, Name(s) of Major/ If 2(a) value is 1, then ensure the
Medium Scheme
name of scheme is filled.
3.Geographical Area
Value Must be>0
4. Cultivable Area
Value Must be >0 and Value
must be <= col. 3
5. Net sown area
Value Must be >0 and Value
must be <col4
6(i) Kharif
Value Must be >=0 and <- item
7
6(ii) Rabi
Value Must be >=0 and < = item
7
6(iii) Perennial
Value Must be >=0 Item 6{iii)<=
item 7 . Item 6(iii}+ item 6(i)<=
item 7 Item 6[iii)+ item
6{ii)<=item 7 Item 6[iii)+ item
6(iv)<=item 7
6{iv) Others
Value Must be >=0 and <= item
7
6(v) Total Gross Area Irrigated 6(v)= 6(i)+ 6(ii)+ 6{iii)+ 6(iv) and
>= item.7
7. Net Area Irrigated
Value Must be >=0 and <=item 5
8.{i) Average Ground Water Value Must be >0
level (in meters) Pre Monsoon

8.(ii) Average Ground Water
level (in Meters) Post Monsoon

9. Whether Water Users
Association (WUA) exists in the
village

Ensure the value is in hectare.
Ensure the value is in hectare.
Ensure the value is in hectare.
Ensure the value is in hectare.

In case of non availability of
Average Ground water for a
particular village, nearby village
information may be given.
Value Must be >0
Normally, post monsoon ground
water level should be >= pre
monsoon water level. In case of
non availability of Average Ground
water for a particular village,
nearby village information may be
given
Value must be within valid range Codes are 1, 2 and 3.
of codes.

10 Summary of number of water Sum of col. 1 to 6 should tally Should tally with actual number of
bodies
with col. 7.
water body schedules in the
village.
11.(i) Ground Water schemes Value Must be >=0
Should tally with actual number of
Ground water schedules in the
village.
ll(ii) Surface Water schemes
Value Must be>=0
5hould tally with actual number of
Surface water schedules in the
village.
ll(iii) Total
Total = ll(i) +11 (ii)
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Table scrutiny checks for Ground Water Schedule
Item/ Field
I. Serial no. of the Scheme

2. Type of Scheme

Validation check

Other checks

Should be unique and

Ensure that it is given in four digits starting with

greater than zero

0001 i.e. with right justification.

Valid code is 1 or 2

If Scheme is Dug well, code should be 1. For
Tube well code is 2. If bore well is within Dug
well, it should be treated as Dug well and code
1 should be given.

3.1 Type of Dug well

Valid codes are 1,2,3 and 9 Ensure that code is any one from I, 2, 3 and 9.
If it is Dug cum bore well, priority should be
given to assigned code for Dug cum bore well
instead of Pucca or Kutcha dug well

3.2 Type of tube well

Valid codes are 1,2 and

The code should match with depth of tube well.

3

i.e. for assigning code 1 the depth of Tube well
should be up to 35 meters. For code 2 from 35
to 70 meters and for code 3 above 70 meters
should be in item 8A.

4. Ownership code

The valid codes are

Ensure that appropriate code is reported as

1,2,3,4,5 and 9

per ownership of Scheme.

Item 5 (a) and (b) Khasra

Ensure that information is given for easy

number/plot no. etc and Location

identification of scheme later on.

particulars
6. (a) Total Ownership Holding of if in item 4 the value is 5 i.e. See that value is given in hectare up to three
owner

owned by individual farmer

decimal points.

then item 6(a)>0 and <=
9999.999
6. (b) Social Status of Owner

If item 4 value is 5 then item Ensure that the social Status code is
6(b) must be within the

reported only for Individual Owner.

codes. The valid codes are
1,2,3 and 9
6. (C) Gender of Owner

If in item 4, value is 5, then

Ensure that the code is to be reported only for

item 6(c) must be within the individual Owner.
codes. The codes are 1 , 2
and 3.
7. Year of Commissioning of the

Value must be within the

This is the year in which the Scheme was

Scheme

valid range of codes: The

started functioning.

codes are 1 to 5. If value in
item 7 is 3, 4 or 5, value in
item 11 (a) should be 1 or 2
if the scheme has a chance
of revival.
8(a) Depth of the Dug well/Tube
well (in meters)

Item 8(a)>0 and <=999.99
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Ensure that Depth is reported in meter and not
in local unit.

Item/ Field

Validation check

Other checks

8(b) Diameter ( unit in meters for

Ensure that if it is Dug well, the Diameter is to

dug well and millimeters for tube

be given in meters. For Tube well, it will be in

well)

Millimeters.

8(c) Depth of Bore (in meters) in If item 3.1 is 1 then this will Ensure that the depth of bore is reported in
case of dug-cum-bore well
8(d)

Distance

of

be reported

meters.

nearest Item 8(d)>0and <999.99

Ensure that the Distance of nearest Well/tube

dugwell/Tube-well (in meters)
9. (a) Cost of Construction (Rs.)

well is reported in meters.
Item

9(a)>=0

and

<= The amount is to be given in whole rupees for

9999999

cost other than machinery. Ensure it includes,
subsidy reported in item 10(b)(i).

9. (b) Cost of Machinery (Rs.)

Item

9(b)>=0

and

<= The amount is to be reported in whole rupees

9999999

for cost of Machinery. Ensure

it includes,

subsidy reported in item 10(b)(ii).
9. (c) Cost of maintenance during Item
(2017-18) (Rs.)

9(c)>=0

and

<= The amount is reported in whole rupees for

9999999 and Item 9(c)<= maintenance for the reference year 2017-2018
Item 9(a)

only. Normally, item 9(a) should be more than
Item 9(c). However, in old Scheme, this may not
be true.

10(a) Major Source of finance

Valid codes are 1,2,3,4 and 9 Ensure that it is given only for Individual
ownership i.e. code 5 in item 4. Maximum two
codes are to be reported.

10(b)(i) If any subsidy/ assistance Item 10(b)(i)>=0 and <= item Any subsidy /assistance for construction is to be
provided by Govt. / PSU, amount 9(a)

reported. This should normally be less than item

for

reported in 9(a).

construction
10b(ii) If any subsidy/assistance Item 10(b)(ii)>=0and <= item Any subsidy /assistance for Machinery is to be
provided by Govt./PSU for cost of 9(b)

reported. This should normally be

machinery/

less than item reported in 9(b).

distribution

device

(Rs.)
11 (a) Current status of Scheme

The valid codes are 1,2 or 3. The current status of scheme code is to be
reported as per status whether it is in use,
temporary not in use or permanently not in use.

1 l(b) If not in use (years)

If Item 1 l(a) value is 2 then The years reported should be consistent with
Item 11(b)>0and <=2 If item the type of "not in use" in years.
11 (a) value is 3 then item 11
(b) >0 and Il(b)<=6

12. Reason code for Temporarily If Item 11 (a) Value is 2, item Ensure that appropriate code is reported.
"not in use" Scheme

12 will be filled. The valid
codes are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 9.
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Item/ Field

Validation check

Other checks

13. Reason code for Permanently If Item 11 (a) value is 3, Item 13 Ensure that appropriate code is reported.
"not in use" Scheme

will be filled. The valid codes are
1.2.3.4.5.6 and 9.

14.

Method

used

for

Water Valid codes are 1.2.3.4.5.6 and Ensure that appropriate code is reported. It

distribution

9.

is to be reported for ail schemes.

15. Type of lifting device)

Valid codes are 1,2,3,4 and 9

Ensure that appropriate code is reported.

16. Source of energy for lifting Valid codes are 1,2,3,4,5 and 9 Ensure that appropriate code is reported. If
device

code 4 i.e. Manual/animal is reported in item
15 then code 5 i.e. Manual/animal is to be
reported in item 16.

17. Horse Power of lifting device

If in item 16 the codes are other Ensure that the horse power is as per the
than 5, this item will be filled.

type of well or Tube well i.e. Shallow/Medium
or Deep tube well.

18

Number

of

days

pump If item 15 is other than code 4 The number of days pump operated should

operated.

and item 1 l(a) is 1 or 2 then this be consistent with the fPU recorded against
item will be filled

the corresponding seasons. Information
under this item should be reported only if
horse power is reported under item 17.

19 Average hours of pumping per If in item 18, there is an entry, Ensure
day

that

only

average

hours

of

corresponding field in item 19 pumping per day have been reported.
should also have value.

Information in this item to be reported only
when horse power is reported in item 17.

20(a) Location of scheme

The code is either 1 or 2.

If scheme is outside command area of
Major/Medium irrigation schemes then code
1 may be ensured.

20(b)(i)

and

(ii):

Name

of If code is 2 i.e. Yes in item The name of Command area must be given,

Command area and Reason for 20(a), then its reason should be if scheme is within command area of
scheme in command area

reported. The valid codes are 1, Major/Medium irrigation schemes i.e. code 2
2, 3 and 9.

in item 20(a). The appropriate reason code
for existence of scheme in command area
may be ensured.

20 ( c )Whetherthe scheme is The codes are yes -1 or

If code 1 is reported, ensure that the scheme

meant

is not meant for irrigation purpose, it is only

only

for

re-charge

of no - 2.

ground water

for recharge of ground water and items 21 to
31 should be left blank.

21 Cultivable Command Area The Value should be <= 2000 Ensure that the maximum limit of CCA does
(CCA)

hectares.

not exceed 2000 hectares.
In case of Dug well scheme, normally CCA
varies from 1 to 5 ha except Dug cum bore
well.
In case of shallow/Medium

tube well CCA

varies from 2 to 3 times that of dug well (i.e.
up to 15 ha) In case of deep tube well CCA
varies

from

4

to

5

shallow/Medium tube well
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times

that

of

Item/ Field

Validation check

22 IPC Kharif

Other checks

Item 22 >= 0 and Item 22 <= item 21

Check that total

IPC

i.e.

item

26

is

greater than or equal to CCA and season wise
IPC is less than or equal to CCA reported in
item 21. Ensure that IPC is reported for
al! Schemes if the scheme is for irrigation
purposes irrespective of whether it is in use,
temporary not in use or permanently not in
use.
23 IPC Rabi

Item 23 >= 0 and Item 23<=Itern21

24 IPC Perennial

(!) Item 24 >= 0 and Item24<= Item 21.
(ii) Item 22 + Item 24 <= Item 21. (iii)
Item 23 + Item 24 <= Item 21 and (iv)
Item 25 + Item 24 <- Item 21

25 IPC Other

Item 25 >= 0 and Item 25<= Item 21

26 IPC Total

(i) Item 26= sum (22+23+24+25) and (ii)
Item 26>=item21

27 1PU Kharif

Item 27 >=0 and Item 27 <= Item 22

This Checks applicable only for Schemes
which are out side command area ( code I in
item 20(a) and code 2 in item 20(c)) i.e the
scheme is not in the command area of Major
and Medium Scheme and not for recharge of
Ground Water

28 IPURabi

Item 28 >=0 and Item 28 <= Item 23

29 IPU Perennial

Item 29 >=0 and Item 29 <= Item 24

30 IPU Other

Item 30>=0and Item 30 <= Item 25

31 IPU Total

Item 31 = Sum (27+ 28+ 29+ 30)

32

(i)

Whether

the If yes, code 1. If no, code 2.

The information is to be reported only for in-

scheme is under utilised

use Schemes i.e. code 1 in item11(a). It is also

(Only

to be reported for schemes meant only for

for

in-use

Scheme)
32(ii)

recharge of ground water.
Reasons for The valid code are 1,2,3,4,5,9

under utilistion

Check that appropriate reason code is
reported.
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Table scrutiny checks for Surface Water Schedule
Item/ Field
1. Serial no, of the scheme

2. Type of Scheme

Validation check

Other check

Should be unique and greater than Ensure that it is given in four digits like
zero

0001 i.e. with right justification.

Valid code is 1 or 2

If Scheme is Surface Flow, code should
be 1. For Surface lift Scheme code is 2.

3.1 Nature of Surface Flow If code 3 in Item 2 Valid codes are Ensure that appropriate code is given.
Scheme

1,2,3,4,5,6,7 and 9

3.2 Nature of Surface Lift

If code 2 in item 2 valid codes are Ensure that appropriate code is given.

Scheme

1,2, 3, 4 and 9

4. Ownership code

The valid codes are 1,2,3,4,5 and 9 Ensure that appropriate code is reported
as per ownership of Scheme.

5. Khasra number/ plot number

Ensure that proper information is given
to identify the scheme.

6. (a) Total holding of Owner

If in item 4 the value is 5 then item See that value is given in hectare up to
6(a)>0 and <= 9999.999

6. (b) Social Status of Owner

three decimal points.

Ifitem4code is 5 then item 6(b) must The social status code is to be reported
be within the codes. The valid only for Individual Owner.
codes are 1,2,3 and 9

6. (c) Gender of Owner

If item 4 value is 5 then item 6(c) Ensure that the code is to be reported
must be within the codes. The only for individual owner.
codes are 1,2 and 3.

7. Year of Commissioning of the Value must be within the valid range This is the year in which the Scheme
Scheme

of codes. The codes are 1 to 5. If was started functioning.
value in item 7 is 3, 4 or 5, value in
item 10 (a) should be 1 or 2 if the
scheme has a chance of revival,

8. (a) Cost of Construction (Rs.) item 8(a)>=0 and <= 9999999

The amount is to be given in whole
rupees for cost other than machinery.
Ensure it includes, subsidy reported in
item 9(b)(i).

8. (b) Cost of Machinery (Rs.)

Item 8(b)>=0 and <= 9999999

The amount is to be reported in whole
rupees for cost of Machinery. Ensure it
includes, subsidy reported in item
9(b)(ii).

8. (c) Cost of maintenance Item 8(c)>=0 and <= 9999999. Item The amount is to be reported in whole
during (2017-18) (Rs.)

8(c)<^ Item 8(a)

rupees
reference

for

maintenance
year

for

2017-2018

the
only.

Normally, item 8(a) should be more than
Item 8(c). However, in old scheme, this
may not be true.
9(a) Major Source of finance

Valid codes are 1.2,3,4 and 9

Ensure that it is given only for Individual
ownership i.e. code 5 in item 4.
Maximum two codes are to be reported.
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Item/ Field

Validation check

Other check

9(b)(i) if any subsidy/ assistance Item 9(b)(i) >=0 and Item 9(b)(i)<= Any subsidy /assistance for construction
provided by Govt. / PSU, amount item 8(a)

is to be reported. This should normally

for construction

be less than item reported in 8(a).

9b(ii) If any

Item 9(b)(ii) >=0 and item 9(b)(ii)<= Any subsidy /assistance for Machinery is

subsidy/assistance

provided

by item 8(b)

to be reported. This should normally be

Govt./PSU for cost of machinery/

less than item reported in 8(b).

distribution device (Rs.)
i 0 (a) Current status of Scheme

The valid codes are 1,2 or 3.

The current status of scheme code is to
be reported as per status whether it is in
use,

temporary

not

in

use

or

permanently not in use.
10(b) If not in use (years)

If item 10(a) value is 2 then Item The years reported should be consistent
10(b)>0and 10(b)<=2. If Item 10(a) with the type of not in use (years).
value is 3 then Item 10(b)>0and
item 10(b)<=6

11. Reason code for Temporarily If Item lO(a) Value is 2,
"not in use" Scheme

Item 11 Ensure

that

appropriate

code

is

that

appropriate

code

is

that

appropriate

code

is

will be filled. The valid codes are reported.
1,2,3,4,5,6,7 and 9.

12. Reason code for Permanently If Item 10(a) value is 3, Item 12 will Ensure
"not in use" Scheme

be filled. The valid codes are reported.
1,2,3,4,5,6,7 and 9.

13.

Method

used

for

water Valid codes are 1.2.3.4.5.6 and 9. Ensure

distribution

reported. It is reported for all schemes.

14. Type of lifting device

Valid codes are 1,2,3,4 and 9.

Ensure

that

appropriate

code

is

reported. It is to be reported only for
Surface Lift Schemes.
15. Source of energy for lifting Valid codes are 1,2,3,4,5 and 9. Ensure
device

that

appropriate

code

is

This item is to be filled for surface reported. If code 4 i.e. Manual/animal is
lift schemes only.

reported in item 14 then code 5 i.e.
Manual/animal is to be reported in item
15.

16. Horse Power of lifting device

!fin item 15, the codes are other Ensure that the horse power is reported
than 5, then this item will be filled

only for Surface Lift Scheme and is
within the range.

17

Number

operated.

of

days

pump If item 14 is other than code 4 and The number of days pump operated
item 10(a) is 1 or 2 then this item should be consistent with the IPU
will be filled.

recorded against the corresponding
seasons. Information under this item
should be reported only if horse power is
reported under item 16.
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Item/ Field
18

Average

hours

Validation check

Other check

of If in item 17 value is reported, then Ensure that only average hours of pumping per

pumping per day

corresponding field in item 18 should day has been reported. In this item information to
also have value.

be reported only when horse power is reported in
item 16.

I9(a) Location of scheme The code is either 1 or 2.

If

scheme

is

outside

command

area

of

Major/Medium irrigation schemes then code 1
may be ensured.
I9(b)(i)and(ii):Nameof
command
reason

area

If code 2 is in item 19(a), then there The name of Command area must be given , if
and must be a reason. The valid codes scheme is within command area of Major/Medium

. for scheme in are 1,2,3 and 9.

irrigation schemes i.e. code 2 in item 19(a) .The

command area

relevant reason code for existence of scheme in
command area may be ensured.

19 ( c ) Whether the The codes are 1 for Yes and 2 for If code 1 is reported, ensure that the scheme is
scheme is meant only for No.

not meant for

re-charge of ground water
irrigation purpose. It is onlv for
recharge of ground water and item 20 to 30
should be left blank.
20 Cultivable Command

The Value should be <= 2000 Ensure that the maximum limit of CCA does not

Area (CCA)

hectares.

21 lPCKharif

Item 21 >=0and Item 21 <= Item 20 Check that total IPC i.e. item 25 is greater than or

exceed 2000 hectares.
equal to CCA and season wise IPC is less than
or equal to CCA reported in item 20. Ensure that
IPC is reported for all Schemes if the scheme is
for irrigation purposes irrespective of whether it is
in use, temporary not in use or permanently not
in use.

22 1PC Rabi

Item 22 >= 0 and Item 22<= Item 20

23 IPC Perennial

(i) Item 23 >= 0 and Item 23<= Item
20. (ii) Item 21 + Item 23 <= Item 20.
(iii) Item 22+Item 23 <= Item 20 and
(iv) Item 24 + Item 23 <= Item 20

24 IPC Other

Item 24 >= 0 and Item 24<= Item 20

25 IPC Total

(i) Item 25 - sum (21+22+23+24) and
(ii) Item 25 >=item 20

26 IPU Kharif

Item 26 >=0 and Item 26 <= Item 21 This Checks applicable only for Schemes
are

which

outside command area ( code 1 in item

19(a) and code 2 in item 19(c)) i.e the scheme is
not in the command
27 IPU Rabi

Item 27 >=0 and Item 27 <= Item 22

28 IPU Perennial

Item 28 >=0 and Item 28 <= Item 23
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area

of Major and Medium

Item/ Field
29 IPU Other
30 IPU Total

Validation check

Other check

Item 29 >=0 and Item 29 <=

Scheme and not for recharge of Ground

Item 24

Water.

Item 30 – Sum (26+27+28+29)

31 fi) Whether the scheme is If yes, code I. if no, code 2.

The information is to be reported only for

under utilised (Only for in-use

in-use Schemes i.e code 1 initem lO(a).

Scheme)

His also to be reported for schemes meant
oniy for recharge of ground water.

3I(ii)

Reasons for under The valid code are 1,2,3,4,5,6 and 9 Check that appropriate reason code is

utilistion

reported

32.Number of villages covered Check value is>=l

Ensure that the Reservoirs/ Tanks/ Ponds

by the scheme

or other storage is spread in the number
of villages reported is this item.

33(a) Designed storage in cubic Information in these items is to be Check that appropriate value is reported.
meters

collected only when code is 1,2 or 3
in item 3.1 or code is 4 in item 3.2

33(b)Filled up storage (during

Value must be within valid range of codes.

2017-2018)

The codes are 1 to 5.

33(c) Status of filling up of

Value must be within valid range of codes.

storage (based on last 5 years)

The codes are I to 4.

34(a) 21 Digit water body si. No.

If the scheme for which the surface water
schedule is being filled is also covered
under water body census, then ensure
that the 21 Digit water body serial number
is written in the scheme schedule. It is to
be copied from Water Bodv
Schedule.

34(b) Total number of schemes

Ensure that total number of schemes on a

in the village in the water body

water body matches with the number
given in item 34(b).

34(c) Serial number of the

SI. Number should be less or equal-to

scheme within village in the

number given in item 34(b)

water body.
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Schedules
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SIXTH CENSUS OF MINOR IRRIGATION SCHEMES
(ଷଷ୍ଠ କ୍ଷୁ ଦ୍ର ଜଳସେଚନ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ଗଣନା)
REFERENCE YEAR : 2017-18 େୂଚକ ବଷଷ : 2017-18

VILLAGE SCHEDULE ଗ୍ରାମ୍ୟ ଅନୁ େୂଚୀ
I. IDENTIFICATION (ଚିହ୍ନଟ ବିବରଣୀ)
a)

c)

State :

ODISHA

Code

b)District :

Code

ରାଜୟ :

ଓଡିଶା

େସେତାେ

ଜିଲ୍ଲା

େସେତାେ

Block/Tehsils :

Code

d) Village:

Code

ବଲକ /ତହେିଲ

େସେତାେ

ଗ୍ରାମ୍

େସେତାେ

Date of Enumeration (DD/MM/YY)

-

-

ଗଣନା ତାରିଖ
II. SPECIFIC INFORMATION

(ନିର୍ଦ୍ଦିଷ୍ଟ ବିବରଣୀ)

Item

Description
Is the village Tribal / Non Tribal (Tribal –1, Non Tribal-2 )

1

Code

ଗ୍ରାମ୍ଟି ଆଦିବାେୀ / ଅଣ ଆଦିବାେୀ ଜନେଂଖ୍ୟା ବହୁ ଳ ଗ୍ରାମ୍ କି? (ଆଦିବାେୀ -1, ଅଣ ଆଦିବାେୀ -2)
2 (a)

Is the village covered by Major / Medium Scheme ? ଗ୍ରାମ୍ଟି

ବୃ ହତ୍ / ମ୍ଧ୍ୟମ୍ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର ଅନ୍ତର୍ଷୁ କ୍ତ କି ?

Code

Yes - 1, No - 2 (ହଁ - 1, ନାହିଁ - 2)
(b)

If yes, Names of the Major / Medium Scheme ,

ଯଦି ହଁ ବୃ ହତ୍ ମ୍ଧ୍ୟମ୍ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର ନାମ୍
(Note : The information in item 3 to 7 of this schedule shall be based on village records )

ଦ୍ରଷ୍ଟବୟ ଏହି ଅନୁ େୂଚୀର 3 ଠାରୁ 7 ର ତଥ୍ୟ ଗ୍ରାମ୍ ସରକଡଷ ଉପସର ଆଧ୍ାରିତ ସହବ
3

Geographical Area (in whole numbers), ସର୍ୌସଗାଳିକ

4

Cultivable Area (in whole numbers), ଚାସଷାପସଯାଗୀ

5

Net Area Sown (in whole numbers),

6.

Gross irrigated area (by all sources) େମ୍ସ୍ତ

i.

During Kharif Season ,

(ହେକ୍ଟର) Ha.

ସକ୍ଷତ୍ରଫଳ ପୂର୍ଣ୍ଷ େଂଖ୍ୟାସର

(ହେକ୍ଟର) Ha.

ଜମ୍ିର ସକ୍ଷତ୍ରଫଳ ପୂର୍ଣ୍ଷ େଂଖ୍ୟାସର

ନିଟ୍ ଚାଷଜମ୍ିର ସକ୍ଷତ୍ରଫଳ ପୂର୍ଣ୍ଷ େଂଖ୍ୟାସର

(ହେକ୍ଟର) Ha

ଉତ୍ସରୁ ସମ୍ାଟ ସେଚିତ ଚାଷଜମ୍ିର ସକ୍ଷତ୍ରଫଳ (ପୂର୍ଣ୍ଷ େଂଖ୍ୟାସର)

ଖ୍ରିଫ ଋତୁ ମ୍ଧ୍ୟସର



(ହେକ୍ଟର) Ha.



ii.

During Rabi Season

ରବି ଋତୁ ମ୍ଧ୍ୟସର



(ହେକ୍ଟର) Ha.



iii.

For perennial crops, ବାରମ୍ାେୀ

ଫେଲ ପାଇଁ



(ହେକ୍ଟର) Ha.



iv.

During other seasons, ଅନୟାନୟ

ଋତୁ ମ୍ଧ୍ୟସର



(ହେକ୍ଟର) Ha.



v.

Total Gross Area irrigated Item (6 i +6 ii+6 iii+6 iv) by all soruces

(ହେକ୍ଟର) Ha.

ସର୍ବହମାଟ ହସଚିତ ଚାଷ ଜମିର ହେତ୍ରଫଳ Item (6 i +6 ii+6 iii+6 iv) େମ୍ସ୍ତ ଉତ୍ସରୁ
7.

Net Area irrigated (by all sources) (in whole numbers)

ନିଟ୍ ସେଚିତ ଚାଷ ଜମ୍ିର ସକ୍ଷତ୍ରଫଳ େମ୍ସ୍ତ ଉତ୍ସରୁ (ପୂର୍ଣ୍ଷ େଂଖ୍ୟାସର)

Ha
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8

Pre monsoon ସମ୍ୌେୁମ୍ୀ

Average Ground Water Level (in Meters)

ପୁବଷରୁ

Mtrs

ହାରାହାରି ର୍ୂ ତଳ ଜଳସ୍ତର (ମ୍ିଟରସର)
Post monsoon ସମ୍ୌେୁମ୍ୀ ପସର
9

Whether Water Users Association (WUA) exists in the village (Yes-1,No-2,Not Known-3)

Mtrs

Code

ଗ୍ରାମ୍ସର ଜଳ ବିନିସଯାଗକାରୀ େଂଘ ଅଛିକି (ହଁ -1, ନାହିଁ - 2, ଜଣାନାେିଁ - 3)
10

Summary of Number of Water Bodies as per water body schedules filled in the village

ଗ୍ରାମ୍ସର ପୂରଣ ସହାଇଥ୍ିବା ଜଳଉତ୍ସ ଅନୁ େୂଚୀ ଗୁଡିକର ୋରାଂଶ
Pond

Tank

Lake

Reservoirs

ଗାଡିଆ

ପୁଷ୍କରିଣୀ

ହ୍ରଦ

ଜଳଭଣ୍ଡାର

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Water conservation
schemes/ percolation
tanks / check-dams

ଜଳ ସଂରକ୍ଷଣ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ଜଳଝର
ପୁଷ୍କରିଣୀ ଅବରରାଧ ବନ୍ଧ

Others
ଅନ୍ୟାନ୍ୟ

(6)

(5)

Summary of M.I. Schemes in the village as per all schemes schedules filled
(ଗ୍ରାମର ପୂରଣ ହ ାଇଥିବା ସମସ୍ତ କ୍ଷୁ ଦ୍ର ଜଳହସଚନ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ଅନୁ ସୂଚୀ ଗୁଡିକର ସାରାାଂଶ)
i

Ground Water Schemes,

(ଭୂ ତଳ ଜଳ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ)

Number (ସଂଖ୍ୟା)

ii

Surface Water Schemes

(ଭୂ ଉପରିସ୍ଥ ଜଳ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ)

Number (ସଂଖ୍ୟା)

iii

Total Schemes

(ସମୁଦାୟ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ)

Remarks if any

(ମନ୍ତବୟ ଯଦି କିଛି ଥାଏ)

Number (ସଂଖ୍ୟା)

Checked by

Signature of the Enumerator

ଯାଞ୍ଚକାରୀଙ୍କ ସ୍ୱାକ୍ଷର

ପରିଗଣନ୍ା କାରୀଙ୍କ ସ୍ୱାକ୍ଷର

Name :

Name :

ଯାଞ୍ଚକାରୀଙ୍କ ନ୍ା

ପରିଗଣନ୍ା କାରୀଙ୍କ ନ୍ା

Designation of Supervisory Officer

Designation of Enumerator

ଯାଞ୍ଚକାରୀଙ୍କ ପଦବୀ

ପରିଗଣନ୍ା କାରୀଙ୍କ ପଦବୀ

Mobile Number

Mobile Number

ର ାବାଇଲ୍ ନ୍ ବର

ର ାବାଇଲ୍ ନ୍ ବର

Total
(Col1 to 6)

ର ାଟ
(ସ୍ତମ୍ଭ ୧ ରୂ ୬)
(7)

SIXTH CENSUS OF MINOR IRRIGATION SCHEMES
(ଷଷ୍ଠ କ୍ଷୁ ଦ୍ର ଜଳସେଚନ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ଗଣନା)
REFERENCE YEAR : 2017-18 (ସୂଚକ ବର୍ଷ : 2017-18 )
SCHEDULE - 1 :

ground WATER SCHEMES

ଅନୁ ସୂଚୀ - 1 : ଭୂତଳ ଜଳ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ
I. IDENTIFICATION (ଚିହ୍ନଟ ବିବରଣୀ)
a

c.

State :

ODISHA

Code

b.District
:

Code

ରାଜୟ :

ଓଡିଶା

େସେତାେ

ଜିଲ୍ଲା

େସେତାେ

Block/Tehsils :

Code

d.Village
:

Code

ବଲକ /ତହେିଲ

େସେତାେ

ଗ୍ରାମ

େସେତାେ

Date of Enumeration (DD/MM/YY)

-

-

ଗଣନା ତାରିଖ
II. SPECIFIC INFORMATION
Item

(ନିର୍ଦ୍ଦଷ୍ଟ
ି ବିବରଣୀ)

Description

1

Serial Number of the Scheme / ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର

2

Type of Scheme / ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର

କ୍ରମିକ ସଂଖ୍ୟା

ପ୍ରକାର ସେଦ (ସକାଡ୍) (Dugwell-1, Tube well-2)

3.1

If Code 1 in item 2 above type of Dug well (ଯଦି

3.2

If Code 2 in item 2 above type of Tube well(ଯଦି item 2 ଭର

4

Code

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର ପ୍ରକାର ଭେଦ 1 ହୁ ଏ ଭେଭେ ଖ୍ନନକୂ ପର ପ୍ରକାର ଭେଦ)
ଭକାଡ୍ 2 ହୁ ଏ ଭେଭେ ନଳକୂ ପର ପ୍ରକାର ଭେଦ)

Owner of the scheme ( Name in case of individual farmer)

Code

Name ନାମ

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର ମାଲି କାନା(ଭକାଡ୍) େୟକ୍ତିଗେ କୃ ଷକ ସ୍ଥଭଳ ନାମ ସହ ଭକାଡ୍ ଲି ପିେଦ୍ଧ ଭହେ
5 (a)

Khasra No./ Plot No./ Survey No. in which the scheme is located

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି ଭଯଉଁ ସ୍ଥାନଭର ଅେସ୍ଥି େ ୋହାର ଖ୍ସଡା ନମବର / ପଲଟ୍ ନମବର / ସଭେେ ନମବର
(b)

Location Particular/ Land mark

ଅେସ୍ଥି େି େିେରଣୀ / େୂ ଚିହ୍ନ




6 (a)

Total ownership holding of Owner (in case of individual owner only)



Ha

ମାଲି କାନା ଚାଷଭ ାେ (ଭକେଳ େୟକ୍ତିଗେ କୃ ଷକ ସ୍ଥଭଳ) ଭହକଟରଭର
(b)

Social Status of Owner (in case of individual owner only)

Code

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ମାଲି କଙ୍କ ସାମା ିକ ଭେଣୀ (ଭକାଡ୍) (ଭକେଳ େୟକ୍ତିଗେ କୃ ଷକ ସ୍ଥଭଳ)
(c )

Code

Gender of Owner (in case of individual owner only)

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ମାଲି କଙ୍କ ଲି ଙ୍ଗ (ଭକେଳ େୟକ୍ତିଗେ କୃ ଷକ ସ୍ଥଭଳ)

Item : 3.1
Item : 3.2
Item : 4
Item: 6 (b)

ଖ୍ନନ କୂ ପର ପ୍ରକାର ଭେଦ
ନଳ କୂ ପର ପ୍ରକାର ଭେଦ
ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର ମାଲି କାନା
ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ମାଲି କଙ୍କ ସାମା ିକ ଭେଣୀ

Item: 6 (c)

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ମାଲି କଙ୍କ ଲି ଙ୍ଗ

ଖ୍ନନ େଥା ଛିଦ୍ର କୂ ପ-1, ଖ୍ନନ କୂ ପ ପକ୍କା-2, ଖ୍ନନ କୂ ପ କଚ୍ଚା -3, ଅନୟାନୟ -9
ଅଗେୀର ନଳ କୂ ପ-1, ମଧ୍ୟମ ନଳକୂ ପ-2 , ଗେୀର ନଳକୂ ପ-3
ସରକାରୀ ଅନୁ ଷ୍ଠାନ-1, ସମୋୟ ସମିେି -2 , ପଞ୍ଚାୟେ-3, କୃ ଷକ ସଙ୍ଘ -4 , େୟକ୍ତିଗେ କୃ ଷକ -5 , ଅନୟାନୟ -9
େଫସିଲେୁ କ୍ତ ାେି -1, େଫସିଲେୁ କ୍ତ ଉପ ାେି -2, ଅନୟାନୟ ପଛୁ ଆ େଗେ -3, ଅନୟାନୟ-9
ପୁରୁଷ-1 , ମହିଳା -2 , ପରିେର୍ତ୍ତିେ ଲି ଙ୍ଗ-3
(Contd.)
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7

Year of Commissioning of the Scheme ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର

କାଯ଼େୟକାରୀ େଷେ (ଭକାଡ୍)

8

Details of Scheme / ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର ବିଶଦ ବିବରଣୀ

a

Depth of the Dug well / tube well (in meters) କୂ ପ / ନଳକୂ ପର ଗଭୀରତା (ମିଟରରର)



b

Diametre (unit in ‘meters’ for dug well and mm for tube well)



Code

ଖନନ କୂ ପର ବୟାସ ମିଟରରର ଓ ନଳ କୂ ପର ବୟାସ ମିଲି ମିଟରରର
c

Depth of Bore (in meters)(in case of Dug-cum-Bore well)



ଖନନ ତଥା ଛିଦ୍ର କୂ ପର ଗଭୀରତା (ମିଟରରର)
d

Distance from any nearest Dug well/Tube well( in meters)



ନିକଟେମ କୂ ପ ଓ ନଳକୂ ପଠାରୁ ଦୂ ରୋ (ମିଟରଭର)
9 (a)

Cost of construction of the scheme

ଯ଼ନ୍ତ୍ରପାେି ଖ୍ଚ୍ଚେ (ଟଙ୍କାଭର)

(b)

Cost of machinery /

( c)

Cost of maintenance during (2017-18)
2017-18 ଭର

10(a)

Rs.

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର ନିମୋଣ ଖ୍ଚ୍ଚେ (ଟଙ୍କାଭର)

Rs.
Rs.

ରକ୍ଷଣା ଭେକ୍ଷଣ ଖ୍ଚ୍ଚେ (ଟଙ୍କାଭର)

Major source of Finance (Upto top 2)(in case of individual farmer only)

Code

ମୁଖ୍ୟ ଆଥିକ ଉତ୍ସ େୟକ୍ତିଗେ କୃ ଷକ ପାଇଁ ( ଉର୍ଦ୍ଧ୍େେମ ଦୁ ଇ ଉତ୍ସ ପଯେୟନ୍ତ)(ଭକାଡ୍)
(b)

If any subsidy / assistance provided by Govt. / PSU, amount for (For all schemes)

ସରକାରୀ କିମାବ ରାଷ୍ଟ୍ରାୟେ ଉଭଦୟାଗ ମାଧ୍ୟମଭର ମିଳିଥେ
ି ା ରିହାେି / ସହାୟୋ
i.

Construction of Scheme / drilling (ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର

ii

Cost of machinery/distribution device (ଯନ୍ତ୍ରପାେି / େିେରଣ ଉପକରଣ ଖ୍ଚ୍ଚେ) Rs.

11.(a)
(b).

Current Status of the Scheme ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟିର

ନିମୋଣ / ଭଖ୍ାଭଦଇ)

Rs.

େର୍ତ୍ତେମାନ ଅେସ୍ଥା

Code

If code 2 or 3 in item 11 (a) no. of years not in use

item 11a ଭର ଭକାଡ୍ 2 କିମବା 3 ଭହଭଲ ଅେୟେହୃେର ଅେଧ୍ି (େଷେଭର)
12

If code 2 in item 11(a) reasons for temporarily “not in use”

Code

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି ଅସ୍ଥାୟୀ ଭାବରର ଅବୟବହୃ ତର କାରଣ ( item 11 a ରର ରକାଡ୍ 2 ପାଇଁ)
13

If code 3 in item 11(a) reasons for Permanently “not in use “

Code

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି ସ୍ଥାୟୀୋେଭର ଅେୟେହୃେର କାରଣ ଭକାଡ୍ item 11a ଭର ଭକାଡ୍ 3 ପାଇଁ
14

Method used for Water distribution

Item : 7

ପ୍ରକଲପର କାର୍ଯ଼ଷୟକାରୀ ବର୍ଷ

ଳ େଣ୍ଟନ ପ୍ରଣାଳୀ/ େୟେହୃେ ପଦ୍ଧେି (ଭକାଡ୍)

Code

2013-14 ବର୍ଷ କିମବା ପୂବଷରୁ - 1, 2014-15 ବର୍ଷ ମଧ୍ୟରର -2, 2015-16 ବର୍ଷ ମଧ୍ୟରର – 3, 2016-17 ବର୍ଷ ମଧ୍ୟରର
– 4, 2017-18 ବର୍ଷ ମଧ୍ୟରର – 5,

Item : 10 (a)

ଆଥିକ ମୁଖୟ ଉତ୍ସ

ବୟାଙ୍କ ଋଣ -1, ସରକାରୀ ଅଥଷ – 2, ନିଜସ୍ୱ ସଞ୍ଚୟ- 3, ମହାଜନରୁ ଋଣ -4, ଅନୟାନୟ- 9

Item : 11 (a)

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟିର ବର୍ତ୍ଷମାନ ଅବସ୍ଥା

ବୟବହୃ ତ -1, ଅବୟବହୃ ତ ଅସ୍ଥାୟୀ -2, ଅବୟବହୃ ତ ସ୍ଥାୟୀ-3

Item : 12

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି ଅସ୍ଥାୟୀ ଭାବରର

ପର୍ଯଷୟାପ୍ତ ବିଦୁୟତ୍ ଶକ୍ତି/ଜାରଳଣୀର ଅଭାବ – 1, ର୍ଯ଼ନ୍ତ୍ରପାତି ଜନିତ ତୁଟି - 2, କୂ ପରୁ ସ୍ୱଳ୍ପ ପରିମାଣ ଜଳ ନିଷ୍କାସନ/ଖଲାସ -

ଅବୟବହୃ ତର କାରଣ

3, ଅଥଷର ଅଭାବ – 4, ରକ୍ଷଣା ରବକ୍ଷଣର ଅଭାବ-5, ଅନୟାନୟ କାରଣ- 9

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି

ଲବଣାକ୍ତ- 1, ଶୁଷ୍କତା -2, ଧ୍ୱଂସପ୍ରାପ୍ତ ରର୍ଯ଼ାଗଁୁମରାମତି ବହିଭୁକ୍ତ -3, ସମୁଦ୍ର ପାଣି ପ୍ରରବଶ ରର୍ଯାଗଁୁ-4, ଶିଳ୍ପଜାତ ପଦାଥଷର

Item : 13

ସ୍ଥାୟୀଭାବରର

ଅବୟବହୃ ତ କାରଣ
Item- 14

ଜଳ ବଣ୍ଟନ ପ୍ରରୟାଗ ପଦ୍ଧତି

ମିଶ୍ରଣ ରର୍ଯାଗଁୁ – 5, ବୃ ହତ୍ ଓ ମଧ୍ୟମ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର ର ଅବସ୍ଥିତ-ି 6, ଆନୟନୟ କାରଣ- 9
ଭୂଉପରିସ୍ଥ ରଖାଲା ଜଳ ପ୍ରବାହ (ପଥ/ ପକ୍କା)-1, ଭୂଉପରିସ୍ଥ ରଖାଲା ଜଳପ୍ରବାହ (ଅଣ ପଥ/କଚ୍ଚା)-2, ଭୂତଳ ପାଇପ୍-3,
ଭୂଉପରିସ୍ଥ ପାଇପ୍-4, ବୂ ନ୍ଦାଜଳରସଚନ-5, ସିଞ୍ଚନ ପ୍ରଣାଳୀ-6, ଅନୟାନୟ-9
(Contd.)
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ଳ ଉଠାଇୋ ଉପକରଣର ପ୍ରକାର

15

Types of lifting device

16

Source of energy for lifting devices /

17

Horse Power of all Lifting Device

Code

ଳ ଉଠାଇୋ ଉପକରଣଭର େୟେହୃେ ଶକ୍ତିର ଉତ୍ସ

ଳ ଉଠାଣଭର େୟେହୃେ ଉପକରଣର ଅଶ୍ୱଶକ୍ତି

Code


HP

(Ignore if lifting device is manual/ animal driven)
18

Number of days operating pump (Ignore, if lifting device is manual/ animal driven)

ପମ୍ପଟି ଭକଭେ ଦିନ େୟେହୃେ ହୁ ଏ ( ଳ ଉଠାଣ ମଣିଷ କିମାବ ପଶୁଚାଳିେ ଭହଭଲ ଏହା ୋଦ୍ ଦିଆଯ଼ିେ )
During Kharif Season (ଖ୍ରିଫ୍
During Rabi Season (ରେି

ଋେୁ ମଧ୍ୟଭର)

Days

ଋେୁ ମଧ୍ୟଭର)

Days

Perennial (ୋରମାସୀ)
Other Season (ଅନୟାନୟ
19

Days

ଋେୁ ଭର)

Days

Average hours of pumping per day (Ignore, if lifting device is manual / animal driven)

ପମ୍ପଟି ହାରାହାରି ଦିନକୁ ଭକଭେ ଘଣ୍ଟା େୟେହୃେ ହୁ ଏ ( ଳ ଉଠାଣ ମଣିଷ କିମବା ପଶୁଚାଳିେ ଭହଭଲ ଏହା ୋଦ୍ ଦିଆଯ଼ିେ )
During Kharif Season (ଖ୍ରିଫ୍
During Rabi Season (ରେି

ଋେୁ ମଧ୍ୟଭର)

hours

ଋେୁ ମଧ୍ୟଭର)

hours

Perennial (ୋରମାସୀ)
Other Season (ଅନୟାନୟ

hours

ଋେୁ ଭର)

hours

20 a)

Whether the scheme is located in the command of Major & Medium Schemes like Canal

20 b)

If the scheme is in command area i.e code 2 in item 20 (a)

etc େୃ ହତ୍ ଓ ମଧ୍ୟମ ଲଭସଚନ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ଯ଼ଥା ଭକନାଲ, ଇେୟାଦିର ଭଚାଭଷାପଭଯ଼ାଗୀ ଭସଚନ ଭକ୍ଷତ୍ର ମଧ୍ୟଭର
ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି ଅେସ୍ଥି େ କି? (Yes-2, No-1) (ହଁ-2 ନାହିଁ -1)

Code

ଯଦି ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି ଭସଚନ ଭକ୍ଷତ୍ର ମଧ୍ୟଭର ଅେସ୍ଥି େ item 20 a ରର ଭକାଡ୍ 2 ପାଇଁ
i.

Name of the Command Area ଭସଚନ

ii

Reason for scheme in commend area ଭସଚନ

20 c)

ଭକ୍ଷତ୍ର ର ନାମ
ଭକ୍ଷତ୍ର ମଧ୍ୟଭର ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟିର ଅେସ୍ଥି େିର କାରଣ

Code

Whether the scheme is meant only for recharge of Ground water (Yes-1,No-2)
(If yes keep item 21 to item 31 blank)

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି ଭକେଳ େୂ େଳ ଳ ପୁନଃେରଣ ନିମଭନ୍ତ ଊଦ୍ଦିଷ୍ଟ କି (ହଁ-1 ନାହିଁ -2) (ଯଦି ହଁ ହୂଏ item 21 ରୁ 31 ଶୁନୟ ରହିେ)
21

Culturable Command Area (CCA) ଚାଭଷାପ

Item:15
Item 16

ଳ ଉଠାଇୋ ଉପକରଣର ପ୍ରକାର
ଶକ୍ତିର ଉତ୍ସ

ଭଯ଼ାଗୀ ଭସଚନ ଭକ୍ଷତ୍ର ର ଭକ୍ଷତ୍ରଫଳ



Ha

ପାଣିଭର େୁ ଡି ରହୁ ଥେ
ି ା ପମ୍ପ- 1, ଭସଣ୍ଟିିଫୁଗାଲ ପମ୍ପ-2, ଟରୋଇନ୍/ଭ ଟ୍ ପମ୍ପ୍-3, ମଣିଷ/ ପଶୁ ଚାଳିେ -4,
ଅନୟାନୟ-9
େିଦୁୟତ୍ ଶକ୍ତି

- 1, ଡିଭ

ଲ୍

- 2,

ୋୟୁଚାଳିେ (ପେନ କଳ)- 3, ଭସୌର ଶକ୍ତି - 4, ମଣିଷ/ ପଶୁ ଚାଳିେ -5,

ଅନୟାନୟ-9
Item 20 b (ii)

େୃ ହତ୍ ଓ ମଧ୍ୟମ ଲଭସଚନ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର
ଭସଚନ ଭକ୍ଷତ୍ର ମଧ୍ୟଭର କ୍ଷୁ ଦ୍ର ଳଭସଚନ
ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ଅେସ୍ଥି େିର କାରଣ

େୃ ହତ୍ ମଧ୍ୟମ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର ଳ ଭକ୍ଷତ୍ର ପଯେୟନ୍ତ ପହଞ୍ଚି ପାରୁ ନାହିଁ - 1, ଉପଲବ୍ଧ ଳ ଳ ଭସଚନ ନିମଭନ୍ତ ପଯେୟାପ୍ତ
ନୁ ଭହଁ -2 ଉପଲବ୍ଧ କିନ୍ତୁ ଳଭସଚନ ନିମଭନ୍ତ ଉପଭଯାଗୀ ନୁ ଭହଁ -3 , ଅନୟାନୟ କାରଣ-9
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SEASON WISE IRRIGATION POTENTIAL CREATED (IPC)
ଜଳରସଚନ ପାଇଁ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଦ୍ୱାରା ପ୍ରସ୍ତାବିତ ଋତୁ ୱାରୀ ରମାଟ ରସଚିତ ଚାର୍ ଜମିର ପରିମାଣ
22

Kharif (ଖରିଫ୍)



23

Rabi (ରବି)



24

Perennial (ବାରମାସୀ)



25

Other Season (ଅନୟାନୟ )



26

Total (ରମାଟ )



SEASON WISE ACTUAL AREA IRRIGATED DURING 2017-18 (IPU)
ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଦ୍ୱାରା 2017-18 ବର୍ଷରର ଋତୁ ୱାରୀ ପ୍ରକୃ ତ ରସଚିତ ଚାର୍ ଜମିର ପରିମାଣ
27

Kharif (ଖରିଫ୍)



Ha.

28

Rabi (ରବି)



Ha.

29

Perennial (ବାରମାସୀ)



Ha.

23

Other Season (ଅନୟାନୟ )



Ha.

31

Total (ରମାଟ )



Ha.

Note (i)

If the scheme is out side command area of Major and Medium scheme then complete IPU is
to be reported. (ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି ଯଦି େୃ ହତ୍ ମଧ୍ୟମ ଳଭସଚନ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର ୋହାଭର ଥାଏ ଭେଭେ ସମ୍ପୁ ର୍ଣ୍େ ପ୍ରକୃ ତ ଜଳରସଚିତ
ଜମିର ପରିମଣ ଉରେଖ କରାର୍ଯିବ) ।
If the scheme is in the Command of Major and Medium Scheme then IPU is to be given as
supplemented by MI Scheme. Thus the Gross IPU is to be apportioned in the ratio utilized by
Major/ Medium and M.I. Scheme. (ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି ଯଦି େୃ ହତ୍ ମଧ୍ୟମ ଳଭସଚନ ମଧ୍ୟଭର ଅେସ୍ଥି େ ଭେଭେ ସମ୍ପୂ ର୍ଣ୍େ ପ୍ରକୃ େ

(ii)

ଳଭସଚିେ ଚାଷ ମିର ପରିମାଣକୁ କ୍ଷୁ ଦ୍ର ଳଭସଚନ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର ଅନୁ ପୁରକ ଭକ୍ଷତ୍ର ୋଭେ ନିଆଯିେ । ଭେଣୁ ଭମାଟ ଳଭସଚିେ
ଚାଷ ମିର ପରିମାଣକୁ େୃ ହତ୍ ମଧ୍ୟମ ଏେଂ କ୍ଷୁ ଦ୍ର ଳଭସଚନ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ଦ୍ୱାରା େୟେହୃ େ ପରିମାଣ ଅନୁ ସାଭର େିୋ ିେ କରାଯିେ )
32(i)

Whether the scheme is under utilised (only for in-use schemes) (if Yes-1, No-2)
ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି ଅବବିନରି ର୍ଯାଗ ରହାଇଛି କି(ହଁ-1

ii.

Code

ନାହିଁ -2)

If Yes, i.e. code 1 in item 32 (i) reason for under utilization of the scheme

Code

ଯ଼ଦି ହଁ, ଆଇଟମ୍ 32 (i) ର ରକାଡ୍ 1 ପାଇଁ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ଅେେିନିଭଯାଗର କାରଣ

Item 32 (ii)

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ଅବବିନରି ର୍ଯାଗର କାରଣ

ପର୍ଯ଼ଷୟାପ୍ତ ଶକ୍ତିର/ଇନ୍ଧନର ଅଭାବ -1, ର୍ଯ଼ନ୍ତ୍ରପାତି ଜନିତ ତୁଟ ି - 2, ସ୍ୱଳ୍ପ ପରିମାଣ ଜଳ ନିଷ୍କାସନ - 3, ଅଥଷର ଅଭାବ - 4, ରକ୍ଷଣା
ରବକ୍ଷଣର ଅଭାବ - 5, ଅନୟାନୟ - 9

Remarks if any
Checked by

Signature with Date
Name :
Designation :
Mobile No.

Signature of the Enumerator with Date
Name :
Designation :
Mobile No.

କାହାଦ୍ୱାରା ଯାଞ୍ଚ ହହଲା ସ୍ୱାକ୍ଷର ଓ ତାରିଖ

ପରିଗଣନାକାରୀଙ୍କ ସ୍ୱାକ୍ଷର ତାରିଖ ସହ

ଯାଞ୍ଚକାରୀଙ୍କ ନାମ

ପରିଗଣନା କାରୀଙ୍କ ନାମ

ପଦବୀ

ପଦବୀ

ହମାବାଇଲ୍ ନମବର

ହମାବାଇଲ୍ ନମବର
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SIXTH CENSUS OF MINOR IRRIGATION SCHEMES
(ଷଷ୍ଠ କ୍ଷୁ ଦ୍ର ଜଳସେଚନ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ଗଣନା)
REFERENCE YEAR : 2017-18 (ସୂଚକ ବର୍ଷ : 2017-18 )
SCHEDULE - 2 :

surface WATER SCHEMES

ଅନୁ ସୂଚୀ - 2 : ଭୂ ଉପରିସ୍ଥ ଜଳ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ
I. IDENTIFICATION (ଚିହ୍ନଟ ବିବରଣୀ)
a)

c)

e)

State :

ODISHA

Code

b)District
:

Code

ରାଜୟ :

ଓଡିଶା

େସେତାେ

ଜିଲ୍ଲା

େସେତାେ

Block/Tehsils :

Code

d)Village:

Code

ବଲକ /ତହେିଲ

େସେତାେ

ଗ୍ରାମ

େସେତାେ

Date of Enumeration (DD/MM/YY)

-

-

ଗଣନା ତାରିଖ
II. SPECIFIC INFORMATION
Item

(ନିର୍ଦ୍ଦଷ୍ଟ
ି ବିବରଣୀ)

Description

1

Serial Number of the Scheme / ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର

2

Type of Scheme / ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର

କ୍ରମିକ ସଂଖ୍ୟା

ପ୍ରକାର ଭେଦ (ଭକାଡ୍)

Code

3.1

If Code 1 in item 2 Nature of Surface Flow Scheme (ଯଦି item 2 ରେ ରକୋଡ୍ 1

3.2

If Code 2 in item 2 Nature of Surface Lift Scheme

ହୂଏ ସତସବ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର ପ୍ରକୃ ତି)

(ଯଦି item 2 ଭର ଭକାଡ୍ 2 ହୂଏ ଭତଭେ େୂ ଉପରିସ୍ଥ ଉଠା ଜଳଭସଚନ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର ପ୍ରକୃ ତି)
4

Owner of the scheme ( Name in case of individual farmer)

Code

Name ନୋମ

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର ମାଲି କାନା(ଭକାଡ୍) େୟକ୍ତିଗତ କୃ ଷକ ସ୍ଥଭଳ ନାମ ସହ ଭକାଡ୍ ଲି ପିେଦ୍ଧ ଭହେ
5

Khasra No./ Plot No./ Survey No. in which the scheme is located

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି ଭଯଉଁ ସ୍ଥାନଭର ଅେସ୍ଥି ତ ତାହାର ଖ୍ସଡା ନମବର / ପଲଟ୍ ନମବର / ସଭେେ ନମବର
6 (a)

Total holding of Owner (in case of individual owner only)



Ha

ମାଲି କାନା ଚାଷଭଜାତ (ଭକେଳ େୟକ୍ତିଗତ କୃ ଷକ ସ୍ଥଭଳ) ଭହକଟରଭର
(b)

Social Status of Owner (in case of individual owner only)

Code

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ମାଲି କଙ୍କ ସାମାଜିକ ଭେଣୀ (ଭକାଡ୍) (ଭକେଳ େୟକ୍ତିଗତ କୃ ଷକ ସ୍ଥଭଳ)
(c )

Gender of Owner (in case of individual owner only) (Male-1, Female-2, Transgender-3)

Code

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ମାଲି କେ ଲି ଙ୍ଗ (ସକବଳ ବୟକ୍ତିଗତ କୃ ଷକ ସ୍ଥସଳ) (ପୁରୁଷ-1, ମହିଳା-2, କିନ୍ନର-3)
Item : 2

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପେ ପ୍ରକୋେ ରେଦ

େୂଉପେିସ୍ଥ ପ୍ରବୋହ ଜଳରସଚନ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ - 1 େୂଉପେିସ୍ଥ ଉଠୋ ଜଳରସଚନ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ - 2

Item : 3.1

େୂ ଉପେିସ୍ଥ ପ୍ରବୋହ ଜଳରସଚନେ

ଜଳେଣ୍ଡୋେ - 1, ରପୋଖେୀ / ଗୋଡିଆ - 2, ଅନୟୋନୟ ଜଳେଣ୍ଡୋେ - 3, ସ୍ଥୋୟୀ ଜଳଗତି ପେିବର୍ତ୍ଷନ - 4,ଅସ୍ଥୋୟୀ ଜଳଗତି ପେିବର୍ତ୍ଷନ -5,

ପ୍ରକୋେ ରେଦ

ଜଳସଂେକ୍ଷଣ ତଥୋ େୂତଳ ଜଳ ପୂନଷଃ େେଣ / ଛିଦ୍ର ଜଳ ନିଷ୍କୋସନ ରପୋଖେୀ, ପ୍ରତିରେୋଧକ ଡୟୋମ୍ ଇତୟୋଦି - 6, ନିର୍ଷେ ପ୍ରଣୋଳୀ - 7,
ଅନୟୋନୟ -9

Item : 3.2

େୂ ଉପେିସ୍ଥ ଉଠୋ ଜଳରସଚନେ
ପ୍ରକୋେ ରେଦ

ନଦୀେୁ ଜଳ ଉଠୋଣ - 1, ର୍େଣୋେୁ ଜଳ ଉଠୋଣ -2, ନୋଳ / ରକନୋଲେୁ ଜଳ ଉଠୋଣ -3, ରପୋଖେୀ / ଗୋଡିଆ/ ଜଳେଣ୍ଡୋେ/ପ୍ରତିରେୋଧକ
ଡୟୋମ୍ େୁ ଜଳ ଉଠୋଣ -4, ଅନୟୋନୟ -9

Item : 4

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପେ ମୋଲିକୋନୋ

ସେକୋେୀ ଅନୁ ଷ୍ଠୋନ -1, ସମବୋୟ ସମିତ ି -2, ପଞ୍ଚୋୟତ - 3, କୃ ର୍କ ସଂଘ -4, ବୟକ୍ତିଗତ କୃ ର୍କ - 5, ଅନୟୋନୟ¼- 9

Item: 6(b)

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ମୋଲିକଙ୍କ ସୋମୋଜିକ

ତଫସିଲେୁକ୍ତ ଜୋତି - 1, ତଫସିଲେୁକ୍ତ ଉପଜୋତି - 2, ଅନୟୋନୟ ପଛୁ ଆ ବଗଷ - 3, ଅନୟୋନୟ¼- 9

ରେଣୀ
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7
8 (a)

Year of Commissioning of the Scheme ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର
Cost of construction of the scheme

Rs.

ଯ଼ନ୍ତ୍ରପାତି ଖ୍ର୍ଚ୍େ (ଟଙ୍କାଭର)

Cost of machinery /

( c)

Cost of maintenance during (2017-18)

9(a)

Code

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର ନିମୋଣ ଖ୍ର୍ଚ୍େ (ଟଙ୍କାଭର)

(b)

2017-18 ଭର

କାଯ଼େୟକାରୀ େଷେ (ଭକାଡ୍)

Rs.
Rs.

ରକ୍ଷଣା ଭେକ୍ଷଣ ଖ୍ର୍ଚ୍େ (ଟଙ୍କାଭର)

Major source of Finance (Upto top 2)(in case of individual farmer only)

Code

ମୁଖ୍ୟ ଆର୍ଥିକ ଉତ୍ସ େୟକ୍ତିଗତ କୃ ଷକ ପାଇଁ ( ଉର୍ଦ୍ଧ୍େତମ ଦୁ ଇ ଉତ୍ସ ପଯେୟନ୍ତ)(ଭକାଡ୍)
(b)

If any subsidy / assistance provided by Govt. / PSU, amount for (For all schemes)

ସରକାରୀ କିମାବ ରାଷ୍ଟ୍ରାୟତ ଉଭଦୟାଗ ମାଧ୍ୟମଭର ମିଳିର୍ଥେ
ି ା ରିହାତି / ସହାୟତା
i.

Construction of Scheme / digging (ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର

ii

Cost of machinery/distribution device (ଯନ୍ତ୍ରପାତି / େିତରଣ ଉପକରଣ ଖ୍ର୍ଚ୍େ) Rs.

10.
(a)

Current Status of the Scheme ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟିର

ନିମୋଣ / ଭଖ୍ାଭଦଇ)

Rs.

େର୍ତ୍େମାନ ଅେସ୍ଥା

Code

In use-1, Temporary not in use -2, Permanently not in use-3

େୟେହୃତ -1, ଅେୟେହୃତ ଅସ୍ଥାୟୀ -2, ଅେୟେହୃତ ସ୍ଥାୟୀ-3
(b)

If code 2 or 3 in item 10 (a) no. of years not in use

item 10a ଭର ଭକାଡ୍ 2 କିମବୋ 3 ଭହଭଲ ଅେୟେହୃତର ଅେଧ୍ି (େଷେଭର)
11

If code 2 in item 10(a) reasons for temporarily “not in use”

Code

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି ଅସ୍ଥୋୟୀ େୋବରେ ଅବୟବହୃ ତେ କୋେଣ ( item 10(a) ରେ ରକୋଡ୍ 2 ପୋଇଁ)
12

If code 3 in item 10 (a) reasons for Permanently “not in use “

Code

13

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି ସ୍ଥାୟୀୋେଭର ଅେୟେହୃତର କାରଣ ଭକାଡ୍ item 10(a) ଭର ଭକାଡ୍ 3 ପାଇଁ
Method used for Water distribution ଜଳ େଣ୍ଟନ ପ୍ରଣାଳୀ/ େୟେହୃତ ପଦ୍ଧତି (ଭକାଡ୍)

Code

14

Types of lifting device (only for Surface Lift scheme)

Code

ଜଳ ଉଠାଇୋ ଉପକରଣର ପ୍ରକାର (ଭକେଳ ଉଠା ଜଳଭସଚନ ନିମଭନ୍ତ)
15

Source of energy for lifting devices /

ଜଳ ଉଠାଇୋ ଉପକରଣଭର େୟେହୃତ ଶକ୍ତିର ଉତ୍ସ

Code

(Only for Surface Lift Schemes)
16

Horse Power of Lifting Device (Ignore if the lifting Device is manual/
animal) ଜଳ

Item : 7

Code

.

HP

ଉଠାଣଭର େୟେହୃତ ଉପକରଣର ଅଶ୍ୱଶକ୍ତି (ଯଦି ଉପକରଣଟି ମନୁ ଷୟ/ପଶୁ ଚାଳିତ ଭତଭେ ୋଦ୍ ଦିଆଯିେ)

ପ୍ରକଲପର କାଯ଼େୟକାରୀ େଷେ

2013-14 ବର୍ଷ କିମବୋ ପୂବଷେୁ -1, 2014-15 ବର୍ଷ ମଧ୍ୟରେ -2, 2015-16 ବର୍ଷ ମଧ୍ୟରେ –3,2016-17 ବର୍ଷ ମଧ୍ୟରେ –4,
2017-18 ବର୍ଷ ମଧ୍ୟରେ – 5

Item : 9 (a)
Item : 11
Item : 12

ବୟୋଙ୍କ ଋଣ -1, ସେକୋେୀ ଅଥଷ – 2, ନିଜସ୍ୱ ସଞ୍ଚୟ- 3, ମହୋଜନେୁ ଋଣ -4, ଅନୟୋନୟ- 9

ଆର୍ଥିକ ମୁଖ୍ୟ ଉତ୍ସ
ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି

ଅସ୍ଥାୟୀ

ୋେଭର

ଅେୟେହୃ ତର କାରଣ
ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି

ସ୍ଥାୟୀ

3, ଅଥଷେ ଅେୋବ – 4, ଜଳ େଣ୍ଡୋେ ପୂର୍ଣ୍ଷ ନରହବୋେୁ -5, ରକନୋଲ ଜଳ େଣ୍ଡୋେ ରପୋତି ରହୋଇଥିବୋ ରର୍ଯୋଗଁୁ - 6 , ଚୋରନଲ୍
ଅଚଳ ରର୍ଯୋଗଁୁ-7 , ଅନୟୋନୟ କୋେଣ- 9

ୋେଭର

ଅେୟେହୃ ତ କାରଣ
Item- 13

ପର୍ଯଷୟୋପ୍ତ ବିଦୁୟତ୍ ଶକ୍ତି/ଜୋରଳଣୀେ ଅେୋବ – 1, ର୍ଯ଼ନ୍ତ୍ରପୋତି ଜନିତ ତୁଟି - 2, କୂ ପେୁ ସ୍ୱଳ୍ପ ପେିମୋଣ ଜଳ ନିଷ୍କୋସନ/ଖଲୋସ -

ଜଳ େଣ୍ଟନ ପ୍ରଣାଳୀ

ଲବଣୋକ୍ତ- 1, ଶୁଷ୍କତୋ -2, ଧ୍ୱଂସପ୍ରୋପ୍ତ ରର୍ଯ଼ୋଗଁୁମେୋମତି ବହିେୁକ୍ତ -3, ସମୁଦ୍ର ପୋଣି ପ୍ରରବଶ ରର୍ଯୋଗଁୁ-4, ଶିଳ୍ପଜୋତ ପଦୋଥଷେ
ମିେଣ ରର୍ଯୋଗଁୁ – 5, ବୃ ହତ୍ ଓ ମଧ୍ୟମ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପେ େ ଅବସ୍ଥିତ-ି 6, ବୁ ଡର୍ଯ
ି ିବୋ ରର୍ଯୋଗଁୁ -7, ଆନୟନୟ କୋେଣ- 9

େୂଉପେିସ୍ଥ ରଖୋଲୋ ଜଳ ପ୍ରବୋହ (ପଥ/ ପକ୍କୋ)-1, େୂଉପେିସ୍ଥ ରଖୋଲୋ ଜଳପ୍ରବୋହ (ଅଣ ପଥ/କଚ୍ଚୋ)-2, େୂତଳ ପୋଇପ୍-3,
େୂଉପେିସ୍ଥ ପୋଇପ୍-4, ବୂ ନ୍ଦୋଜଳରସଚନ-5, ସିଞ୍ଚନ ପ୍ରଣୋଳୀ-6, ଅନୟୋନୟ-9

Item- 14

ଜଳ ଉଠାଣ ଉପକରଣର ପ୍ରକାର

ପୋଣିରେ ବୁ ଡେ
ି ହିଥିବୋ ପମ୍ପ -1, ରସଣ୍ଟ୍ିଫ
ି ୁ ଗୋଲପମ୍ପ -2, ଟେବୋଇନ୍/ରଜଟ୍-3 , ମନୁ ର୍ୟ/ପଶୁଦ୍ୱୋେୋ ଚୋଳିତ -4, ଅନୟୋନୟ-9

Item- 15

ଶକ୍ତିର ଉତ୍ସ

ବିଦୁୟତ୍ ଶକ୍ତି - 1, ଡିରଜଲ୍ - 2, ବୋୟୁ ଚୋଳିତ (ପବନ କଳ)- 3, ରସୌେ ଶକ୍ତି - 4, ମଣିର୍/ ପଶୁ ଚୋଳିତ -5, ଅନୟୋନୟ-9
(Contd.)
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17

Number of days pump operated (Ignore, if lifting device is manual/ animal driven)

ପମ୍ପଟି ଭକଭତ ଦିନ େୟେହୃତ ହୁ ଏ (ଜଳ ଉଠାଣ ମଣିଷ କିମାବ ପଶୁଚାଳିତ ଭହଭଲ ଏହା ୋଦ୍ ଦିଆଯ଼ିେ )
During Kharif Season (ଖ୍ରିଫ୍ ଋତୁ ମଧ୍ୟଭର)

Days

During Rabi Season (ରେି

Days

ଋତୁ ମଧ୍ୟଭର)

Perennial (ୋରମାସୀ)
Other Season (ଅନୟାନୟ
18

Days

ଋତୁ ଭର)

Days

Average hours of pumping per day (Ignore, if lifting device is manual / animal driven)

ପମ୍ପଟି ହାରାହାରି ଦିନକୁ ଭକଭତ ଘଣ୍ଟା େୟେହୃତ ହୁ ଏ (ଜଳ ଉଠାଣ ମଣିଷ କିମବା ପଶୁଚାଳିତ ଭହଭଲ ଏହା ୋଦ୍ ଦିଆଯ଼ିେ )
During Kharif Season (ଖ୍ରିଫ୍ ଋତୁ ମଧ୍ୟଭର)

hours

During Rabi Season (ରେି

hours

ଋତୁ ମଧ୍ୟଭର)

Perennial (ୋରମାସୀ)
Other Season (ଅନୟାନୟ
19 a)

hours

ଋତୁ ଭର)

hours

Whether the scheme is located in the command of Major & Medium Schemes like Canal

etc େୃ ହତ୍ ଓ ମଧ୍ୟମ ଜଳଭସଚନ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ଯ଼ର୍ଥା ଭକନାଲ, ଇତୟାଦିର ଚାଭଷାପଭଯ଼ାଗୀ ଭସଚନ ଭକ୍ଷତ୍ର ମଧ୍ୟଭର

Code

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି ଅେସ୍ଥି ତ କି? (Yes-2, No-1) (ହଁ-2 ନାହିଁ -1)
19 b)

If the scheme is in command area i.e code 2 in item 19 (a)

ଯଦି ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି ଭସଚନ ଭକ୍ଷତ୍ର ମଧ୍ୟଭର ଅେସ୍ଥି ତ item 19 a ରେ ଭକାଡ୍ 2 ପାଇଁ
i.

Name of the Command Area ଭସଚନ

ii

Reason for scheme in commend area ଭସଚନ

19 c)

20

ଭକ୍ଷତ୍ର ର ନାମ
ଭକ୍ଷତ୍ର ମଧ୍ୟଭର ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟିର ଅେସ୍ଥି ତିର କାରଣ

Code

Whether the scheme is meant only for recharge of Ground water (Yes-1, No-2)

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି ଭକେଳ େୂ ତଳ ଜଲ ପୁନଃେରଣ ନିମଭନ୍ତ ଊଦ୍ଦିଷ୍ଟ କି (ହଁ-1 ନାହିଁ -2) If Yes keep item 20 to item 30 blank
(ଯଦି item 19 c ଭର ହଁ ଭତଭେ item 20 େୁ item 30 ଶୁନୟ ରହିେ )
Culturable Command Area (CCA) ଚାଭଷାପ ଭଯ଼ାଗୀ ଭସଚନ ଭକ୍ଷତ୍ର ର ଭକ୍ଷତ୍ରଫଳ

Ha

SEASON WISE IRRIGATION POTENTIAL CREATED (IPC)

21

ଜଳଭସଚନ ପାଇଁ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଦ୍ୱାରା ପ୍ରସ୍ତାେିତ ଋତୁ ୱାରୀ ଭମାଟ ଚାଷ ଜମିର
ପରିମାଣ
Kharif (ଖ୍ରିଫ୍)



Ha

22

Rabi (ରେି)



Ha

23

Perennial (ୋରମାସୀ)



Ha

24

Other Season (ଅନୟାନୟ



Ha

25

Total



Ha

Item 19 b (ii)

)

(ଭମାଟ )

ବୃ ହତ୍ ଓ ମଧ୍ୟମ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପେ ରସଚନ ରକ୍ଷତ୍ର ମଧ୍ୟରେ
କ୍ଷୁଦ୍ର ଜଳରସଚନ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ଅବସ୍ଥିତେ
ି କୋେଣ

େୃ ହତ୍ ମଧ୍ୟମ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର ଜଳ ଭକ୍ଷତ୍ର ପଯେୟନ୍ତ ପହଞ୍ଚି ପାରୁ ନାହିଁ - 1, ଉପଲବ୍ଧ ଜଳ ଜଳ ଭସଚନ ନିମଭନ୍ତ
ପଯେୟାପ୍ତ ନୁ ଭହଁ -2 ଉପଲବ୍ଧ କିନ୍ତୁ ଜଳଭସଚନ ନିମଭନ୍ତ ଉପଭଯାଗୀ ନୁ ଭହଁ -3, ଅନୟୋନୟ କୋେଣ-9
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SEASON WISE ACTUAL AREA IRRIGATED DURING 2017-18 (IPU)

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଦ୍ୱାରା 2017-18 େଷେଭର ଋତୁ ୱାରୀ ପ୍ରକୃ ତ ଚାଷ ଜମିର ପରିମାଣ
26

Kharif (ଖ୍ରିଫ୍)



Ha.

27

Rabi (ରେି)



Ha.

28

Perennial (ୋରମାସୀ)



Ha.

29

Other Season (ଅନୟାନୟ



Ha.

30

Total



Ha.

)

(ଭମାଟ )

Note (i)

If the scheme is out side command area of Major and Medium scheme then complete IPU
is to be reported.

(ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି ଯଦି େୃ ହତ୍ ମଧ୍ୟମ ଜଳଭସଚନ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର ୋହାଭର ର୍ଥାଏ ଭତଭେ ସମ୍ପୁ ର୍ଣ୍େ ପ୍ରକୃ ତ ଜଳଭସଚିତ ଜମିର
ପରିମଣ ଉଭେଖ୍ କରାଯିେ ।)
(ii)

If the scheme is the Command of Major and Medium Scheme then IPU is to be given as
supplemented by MI Scheme. Thus the Gross IPU is to be apportioned in the ratio utilized
by Major/ Medium and M.I. Scheme.

(ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି ଯଦି େୃ ହତ୍ ମଧ୍ୟମ ଜଳଭସଚନ ମଧ୍ୟଭର ଅେସ୍ଥି ତ ଭତଭେ ସମ୍ପୁ ର୍ଣ୍େ ପ୍ରକୃ ତ ଜଳଭସଚିତ ଚାଷଜମିର
ପରିମାଣକୁ କ୍ଷୁ ଦ୍ର ଜଳଭସଚନ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର ଅନୁ ପୂରକ ଭକ୍ଷତ୍ର ୋଭେ ନିଆଯିେ । ଭତଣୁ ଭମାଟ ଜଳଭସଚିତ ଚାଷଜମିର
ପରିମାଣକୁ େୃ ହତ୍ ମଧ୍ୟମ ଏେଂ କ୍ଷୁ ଦ୍ର ଜଳଭସଚନ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ଦ୍ୱାରା େୟେହୃତ ପରିମାଣ ଅନୁ ସାଭର େିୋଜିତ
କରାଯିେ।)
31(i)

Whether the scheme is under utilised (only for in-use schemes) (if Yes-1, No-2)

Code

ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଟି ଅେ େିନିଭଯାଗ ଭହାଇଛି କି (ହଁ-1 ନାହିଁ -2)
ii)

If Yes, i.e. code 1 in item 31 (i) reason for underutilization of the scheme

Code

ଯ଼ଦି ହଁ, item 31 (i) ଭକାଡ୍ 1 ପାଇଁ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ଅେେିନିଭଯାଗର କାରଣ
32

Number of village covered by the Scheme ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଭର

ଅନ୍ତେେୁ କ୍ତ ଭହାଇର୍ଥିୋ ଗ୍ରାମ ସଂଖ୍ୟା

33

Specific features of Reservoirs, Tank, Other Storages

ଜଳ େଣ୍ଡାର, ପୁଷ୍କରିଣୀ ଅନୟାନୟ େଣ୍ଡାରର ନିଦ୍ଦିଷ୍ଟ େିେରଣୀ
ପରି କଳ୍ପି ତ ଜଳେଣ୍ଡାର କୁ ୟେିକ୍ ମିଟରଭର

a)

Designed Storage in cubic meter

b)

Filled up storage (during 2017-18) ଜଳେଣ୍ଡାରର

c)

Status of filing up of Storage Space) ଜଳେଣ୍ଡାର

ପରିପୂର୍ଣ୍େତା 2017-18ଭର

ପୂର୍ଣ୍େ ଭହୋର ଅେସ୍ଥା
(based around 50% filling up of storage during last 5 years) (େିଗତ ପାଞ୍ଚ େଷେଭର 5
ପ୍ରତିଶତ ପୂର୍ଣ୍େତା ଉପଭର ପଯେୟଭେଶିତ ଭହେ ।

Item 31 (ii)

Item 33 (b)
Item 33 (c)

ଜଳ ଭସଚନ ପାଇଁ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପଦ୍ୱାରା ପ୍ରସ୍ତାେିତ
ଚାଷଜମିର ପରିମାଣଠାରୁ ପ୍ରକୃ ତ ଭସଚିତ
ଚାଷ ଜମିର ପରିମାଣ କମ୍ ଭହୋର କାରଣ
2017-18
େଷେଭର
ଜଳେଣ୍ଡାରର୍
ପରିପୂର୍ଣ୍େତା
ଜଳେଣ୍ଡାରର୍ ପୂର୍ଣ୍େ ଭହାୋର ଅେସ୍ଥା

Code
Code

ପର୍ଯ଼ଷୟୋପ୍ତ ବିଦୁୟତ୍ ଶକ୍ତିେ ଅେୋବ -1, ର୍ଯ଼ନ୍ତ୍ରପୋତି ଜନିତ ତୁଟ ି - 2, କୂ ପ/ନଳକୂ ପ ସ୍ୱଳ୍ପ ପେିମୋଣ ଜଳ ନିଷ୍କୋସନ
- 3, ଜଳ େଣ୍ଡୋେ ପୂର୍ଣ୍ଷ ନରହବୋ ରର୍ଯୋଗଁୁ- 4, ରକନୋଲ / ଜଳେଣ୍ଡୋେ ରପୋତି ରହୋଇର୍ଯି ବୋ ରର୍ଯୋଗଁୁ - 5,
ରକନୋଲ ଅଚଳ ରର୍ଯୋଗଁୁ -୬, ଅନୟୋନୟ କୋେଣ ରର୍ଯ଼ୋଗଁୁ - 9

ପୂର୍ଣ୍େ -1, 3/4 (75 ୋଗ ପଯ଼େୟନ୍ତ) ପୂର୍ଣ୍-େ 2, 1/2 (50 ୋଗ ପଯ଼େୟନ୍ତ) ପୂର୍ଣ୍େ-3, 1/4 (25 ୋଗ ପଯ଼େୟନ୍ତ)
ପୂର୍ଣ୍େ -4, ଶୂନୟ / ସ୍ୱଳ୍ପ ଜଳ ଅଛି - 5,
ପ୍ରତି େଷେ ପୂର୍ଣ୍େ ହୁ ଏ-1, ସାଧ୍ାରଣ ୋଭେ ପୂ ର୍ଣ୍େ ହୁ ଏ-2 କ୍ୱଚିତ୍ ପୂର୍ଣ୍େ ହୁ ଏ-3, ଆଭଦୌ ପୂର୍ଣ୍େ ଭହାଇନାହିଁ -4
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34

Specific information relating to Water Body ଜଳ

ଉତ୍ସ ସମବନ୍ଧୀୟ ନିଦ୍ଦିଷ୍ଟ େିେରଣୀ

a)

21 Digit Sl. No. as per Water Body schedule in which the scheme is functioning

ଜଳ ଉତ୍ସ ଅନୁ ସୂଚୀଭର ଦଶୋଯାଇର୍ଥିୋ 12 ଅଙ୍କ େିଶିଷ୍ଟ କ୍ରମକ ସଂଖ୍ୟା ଭଯଉଁର୍ଥଭି ର ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ କାଯେୟ କରୁ ଛି
R/U
ଗ୍ରୋମୋଞ୍ଚଳ/
ସହେୋଞ୍ଚଳ

State
େୋଜୟ

District
ଜିଲ୍ଲୋ

Tahsil/Block
ତହସିଲ୍ / ବଲକ୍

Village/Ward
ଗ୍ରୋମ ୱୋଡଷ

Sl. No within
village/town
ଗ୍ରୋମୋଞ୍ଚଳ/
ସହେୋଞ୍ଚଳ
ମଧ୍ୟରେ କ୍ରମିକ
ସଂଖୟୋ

(b)

Total number of schemes in the village in above water body
ଗ୍ରାମଭର ର୍ଥିୋ ଉପଭରାକ୍ତ ଜଳ ଉତ୍ସଭର କାଯେୟ କରୁ ର୍ଥିୋ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର ଭମାଟ ସଂଖ୍ୟା

(c)

Serial Number of this scheme within village in the water body
ଗ୍ରାମେିତଭର ର୍ଥିୋ ଜଳ ଉତ୍ସ ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପ ମଧ୍ୟଭର ଏହି ପ୍ରକଳ୍ପର କ୍ରମିକ ସଂଖ୍ୟା

Remarks if any

Checked by

Signature with Date
Name :
Designation :
Mobile No.

Signature of the Enumerator with Date
Name :
Designation :
Mobile No.

କାହାଦ୍ୱାରା ଯାଞ୍ଚ ସହଲା ସ୍ୱାକ୍ଷର ଓ ତାରିଖ
ଯାଞ୍ଚକାରୀେ ନାମ
ପଦବୀ
ସମାବାଇଲ୍ ନମବର

ପରିଗଣନାକାରୀେ ସ୍ୱାକ୍ଷର ତାରିଖ େହ
ପରିଗଣନା କାରୀେ ନାମ
ପଦବୀ
ସମାବାଇଲ୍ ନମବର
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